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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The country of Honduras is about the size of Pennsylvania, having a 
population of approximately 3,250,000 with sixty-five percent of the 
inhabitants living in the rural areas (CEDEN, 1980). It is the second 
poorest country in the Western Hemisphere with an average per capita 
annual income of $253 in 1981. The economy is basically agricultural, 
with a small growing industrial sector. The upper and middle classes, 
which comprise about 20% of the population, earn 80% of the total avail-
able income in the country (CEDEN, 1980). The yearly per capita income 
of $253 is not realistic when it comes to the per.capita income value 
for the rural poor which is estimated to be about $113 per year (CEDEN, 
1980). 
Before 1950 the development efforts in Honduras we·re left mostly to 
the private sector; however, in 1950 the government of Honduras began to 
take a more active role in the country's development by creating the 
National Development Bank, whose role was to plan, do research and 
invest in specific projects that would stimulate national development. 
Since then, two other government ministries, the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and the Ministry of Communications and Public Works have also 
become involved in economic development (Blutstein, 1971). 
In more recent years the U.S. government, through the Agency for 
International Development (AID), as well as the United Nations and other 
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foreign governments have assisted Honduras in its development efforts. 
In spite of these efforts in the area of development, the lot of the 
average Honduran has not been greatly changed since their independence 
from Spain (Blutstein, 1971). 
Background Pertinent to Recognition 
Of the Problem 
Because of the continuing high number of failures in village devel-
opment projects and the failure to improve the living conditions of the 
Thi rd World rural poor, it was deemed appropriate at this time to study 
the perceptions of people on different levels of the development chain 
concerning their views of the development process, techniques and 
methods used. It was the intent of this study to bring to the forefront 
some areas that need improvement or change so that village development 
programs might reach the Third World rural poor more effectively. 
There appears to be some evidence of a lack of communication 
between the levels of personnel engaged in village development. For 
example, in some nonprofit voluntary agencies and church development 
groups involved in rural development there seem to exist some discrepan-
cies between the levels in the development chain. Three levels identi-
fied here are: ( 1) the donor contracting or financing agency such as 
churches and voluntary nonprofit agencies (US Administrative level), (2) 
middle level project administrators, planners, directors, supervisors, 
technicians and foreign field advisors (Middle Management level), and 
( 3) vi 11 age level workers such as; promoters, extension agents, village 
leaders and villagers (Village level). Discrepancies as to what should 
be done, who should do it, as we·ll as when and how it should be done, 
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often cause friction and thereby jeopardize the success of a development 
project. 
Statement of the Problem: 
There is ample evidence that personnel engaged in village and 
community development often do not share the same concepts, goals and 
objectives with regard to the development process. Therefore the problem 
of this study was the need to determine the areas of agreement and 
disagreement concerning importance and achievement of selected village 
development goals, and the extent of these differences. 
Purpose of the Study 
The major purpose of this study was to ascertain perceptions 
relative to village development concepts and programs as held by 
individuals categorized in one of three levels of program involvement in 
the development chain as it is presently operating. 
Objectives of the Study 
The guideline objectives established for attaining the above 
purp_ose were: 
1. To determine the differences in the perceptual assessment made 
by individuals comprising each of the three levels of the development 
chain with regard to the relative importance of selected items 
pertaining to the process of village development. 
2. To determine differences in the perceptual assessment made by 
individuals comprising each of the three levels of the development chain 
as to the extent to which selected items in village development have 
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been accomplished. 
3. To compare the perceptual assessment made by individuals com-
prising each of the three levels of the development chain with regard 
to relative importance and relative achievement of selected items 
pertaining to the process of village development. 
Background Information for the Study 
The Christian Churches have worked for hundreds of years in 
spreading the Christian Gospel to all corners of the world, but have had 
very limited programs of relief and assistance during this time. It was 
not until after World War II that the Christian Churches in First World 
Countries began to see the real necessity of providing relief and 
development assistance to its brothers in Christ in less developed 
countries who were less fortunate than they were. 
At first this aid was in the form of relief from disasters and 
usually included food, medicine, clothing and shelter. This aid was 
usually directed more to the Christians than it was towards the non-
Christian community. As the Church grew in its wisdom, it became 
evident that relief aid and give-away programs were not the answers to 
the problems confronting the poor, though disaster relief was still 
considered necessary when catastrophes struck. 
The Christian Reformed Church of Canada and the United States, like 
other denominations, had been involved for many years in church planting 
around the world. It wasn't until 1962 that the Christian Reformed 
Church decided that it should take a deliberate role in the area of 
caring for the physical aspect of man as well as caring for the 
spiritual man. In 1962 the Christian Reformed World Relief Committe 
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(CRWRC) was formed with the·mandate to take Christ's love and salvation 
to the poor throughout the world, but with the major emphasis on 
relieving the physical suffering of man. 
In the early years the Christian Reformed World Relief Committee 
(CRWRC) responded mostly to disasters in the United States, Canada and 
abroad. As CRWRC gained more experience it became evident that disaster 
relief was important, but if lasting effects were to remain, some sort 
of assistance to the poor beyond relief and give-away programs would 
have to be implemented. It was soon discovered that there was little 
village level research information available (Holdcraft, 1978). Using 
what little information was available, programs in agriculture, health, 
literacy, and other areas were started in both North America and 
overseas. As information from the field became available, CRWRC began 
to formalize what it felt was a basic general concept for development 
programs. Some of these basic concepts are as follows: 
1. The recipients of the aid program must be involved in the total 
planning, implementation and evaluation of all programs affecting them. 
2. Control of the local projects should be in the hands of the 
local recipients. 
3. Baseline data should be gathered before the project starts. 
4. From the baseline data the recipients should set realistic 
yearly and long range goals. 
5. The recipients of the aid should discover their own needs and 
decide on their priorities. 
6. Whenever possible, CRWRC will not start its own programs, but 
wi 11 try to work through lo.cal Christian Reformed churches or local 
national church related agencies. 
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7. Some form of a contract should be formalized, agreed upon, and 
signed by all parties involved so that each party will understand its 
responsibilities. 
8. The desires and Aeeds of the community must have been expressed 
by members of the community to be helped, and there is no assistance 
available from the government or other appropriate development group. 
9. A time schedule must be set for completion of the projects. 
In the early 1970's a number of Christian development groups were 
set up in Central America by their national churches. With the 
financial support of the United States, Canadian and European Churches 
and the assistance. of a few United States and Canadian Church workers 
these groups began to develop their own relief and development pgencies. 
As these groups came into being, they were we_ak and slow to see what 
their role should be in the development process of their respective 
countries. Like their counterparts in the United States and Canada, 
these groups first saw their role as being that of disaster relief and 
give-away programs. As with the Churches in the United States, they 
soon saw that their role needed to change. The necessity of this change 
became evident after the Guatemala and Nicaragua earthquakes and the 
large hurricane Fifi that hit Honduras. These disasters were so great 
that the Central American Churches could not continue to. feed and 
shelter the people, but had to think about more long term development 
projects. These disasters in essence were the sparks that started these 
church groups to move towards development-type projects, yet still 
maintaining the ability to respond to disasters in each of their 
respective countries. Two of these three original groups are still 
functioning today. The group _in Guatamala failed after a short time, 
but both the groups in Honduras (CEDEN) and Nicaragua (CEPAD) have grown 
and formed an important part of their respective country•s development 
programs. More recently new groups have developed in Guatamala and El 
Salvador. 
CEOEN is a Christian development agency formed by various churches 
and denomi na ti anal groups in Honduras. Each year representatives from 
each church denomination or group meet to elect a board of directors. 
The board of directors oversees the work of CEDEN and appoints the 
executive director. The executive director of CEDEN is directly 
responsible to the board of directors and he or she must report monthly 
to the board concerning problems and progress in the CEOEN national 
programs. CEDEN works on three levels. The-national level is centered 
in Tegucigalpa, the capitol city, with the executive director, 
administrative staff and the program directors located in this central 
office. One or two foreign advisors are also stationed in the central 
office. The personnel in the central office are to develop policy, 
develop general program design and evaluation, raise funds and do 
general administration. There are four regional offices; La Ceiba, San 
Pedro Sula, Chulateca, and San Marcos. Each of these regional offices 
has a regional director responsible for the complete work of CEDEN 
employees in that area. These regional offices have an administrative 
staff as well as a working staff of village level workers called 
promoters. The third level ts composed of village leaders and villagers 
who are not technically part of CEDEN, but have contracted with CEDEN 
for resources and training. 
The village level programs are serviced, supervised and assisted 
from the five different CEDEN offices. programs are developed in 
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partnership with the villagers and CEDEN. Each village develops its 
plan of priorities within the financial and personnel resources of CEDEN 
and the village. Regional plans are developed from the various village 
plans. Each region is supported financially by different foreign 
Christian and nonprofit agencies. 
Village level promoters from CEDEN train villagers in.agriculture, 
health, water development, latrine construction, literacy, human 
relations, and village organization. Within each of these areas there 
are many types of possible projects. Villagers are taught how to become 
aware of their needs, how to plan to overcome these needs and how to 
implement and carry out the programs agreed upon. 
CEDEN is run and operated by Hondurans, therefore it has been the 
goal of CEDEN to try and maintain a sense of village control over the 
projects. CEDEN is still young and developing, and this village level 
· control has not always been practiced to its fullest extent. 
Assumptions 
1. It is assumed that the villagers and village leaders have had 
sufficient exposure to development programs to make their judgements 
valid. 
2. It is assumed that interviewers of the semi literate and 
illiterate villagers and village leaders were able to communicate the 
intended ideas of the questionnnaire. 
3. It is assumed that interviewers of villagers and village 
leaders did not attempt to exert undue influence upon the respondents. 
4. It is assumed that the position which the village extension 
agents or promoters occupied provided them with sufficient knowledge and 
experience to make their judgements valid. 
5. It is assumed that the positions held by the middle level 
development personnel and the U.S. level development personnel gave them 
sufficient knowledge and experience to make their judgements valid. 
Scope and Limitations 
1. The study was limited to three provinces in Honduras, Central 
America. The provinces were; Morazan, Atlantida and Colon. 
2. In the province of Morazan the study was limited to eight 
vi 11 ages. These vi 11 ages were: Reducto, Las Tablas, Terrero de San 
Pedro, Coate, Las Terreritos, Rio Grande, Terrero Blanco, and San Pedro. 
3. In the provinces of Atlantida and Colon the study was limited 
to nine villages. The vil"lages were: Fortaleza de Leon, Limeras, 
Cei bi ta Way, Ceiba Grande, Cerro Colorado, Las Crucitas, Lucinda, Sombra 
Verde, and Lagunitas. 
4. The study was limited to a random sample of farmers from the 
above seventeen villages, the total population of village leaders, and 
the total population of promoters working in the seventeen villages. 
5. This study surveyed only those villagers who had been involved 
in at least one project with CEDEN. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of this study the following definitions are given. 
1. Alfalit: A Latin American Christian group working in 
literacy, with its international headquarters in Costa Rica. 
2. CEDEN: National Christian Relief and Development Agency in 
Honduras, Central America consisting of different Christian groups and 
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denominations in Honduras. 
3. Community Development or Village Development (has many defin-
tions): 
a. A process whereby people learn to take charge of their own 
lives and solve their own problems (Bunch, 1982). 
b. A method by which national governments or Private Voluntary 
Organizations reach out to people on the villag~ level and help them use 
local initiative and resources to achieve increased production and 
higher standards of living, and as a social process by which the people 
of a community define, solve, and actually work out, as a community, the 
problems they face, relying as much as they possibly can upon local 
resource~ (Shields, 1967). 
c. A process in which the people of a community organize 
themselves for planning and action; define their common and individual 
needs and problems; make group and individual plans to meet their needs 
and solve their problems; execute these plans with a maximum of relfance 
upon community resources; and supplement these ·resources when necessary 
with services and materi a 1 s from governmental and non-governmental 
agencies outside ~he community (U.S. International Cooperation 
Administration, 1956). 
4. CRWRC: Relief and Development Agency of the Christian 
Reformed Church called Christian Reformed World Relief Committee. 
5. First World Countries: Countries that are economically well 
off, such as the United States. Also called developed countries, or 
high income countries. 
6. Head of household: That person who is responsible for heading, 
leading, or making decisions for the family. In Latin America it is 
. .11 
usually the husband or the oldest adult male in the family. 
7. Illiterate: - A person who is not functional in reading and 
writing skills. A literate person should be able to read simple 
extension bulletins, the local newspaper, be able to write a simple 
letter and read or write directiorts for a specific job. 
8. Levels of the Development Chain: For the purposes of this 
study the term 11 levels of the development chain 11 is used in reference to 
the following: Level one: U.S. Administrative Level respondents 
consisted of United States based national leaders in the Christian 
Reformed Church World Relief Cammi ttee (CRWRC) who are the primary 
donor-contractors and financers of development programs and technical 
ass i s tan c e i n the are as of vi 11 age de v e 1 opmen t and re 1 i ef. These 
efforts are generally located in countries of the Third World. Level 
two: Middle Management Level respondents included two groups, (1) 
CRWRC technical missionaries from North America whose major 
res pons i bi 1 it i es are in the development area and (2) national and area 
·1eaders in the Honduras sector of the Central American relief and 
development organization, Comite Evangelico de Desarrollo y Emergencia 
Nacional (CEDEN). Level three: Village Level respondents were 
comprised of three village centered groups; (1) village level workers 
from CEDEN, called promoters, (2) trained village leaders and (3) 
villagers who had previously been involved in CEDEN projects. 
9. Notable: The term notable in this study was used to 
designate findings as to both differences and relative scores of 
importance and achievement which were considered to be of critical 
wefght as compared to other findings. Specific critical weights are 
found on page fifty. 
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10. Program supervisor or director: A highly qualified person 
with a specialty area corresponding with those of the promoters. He or 
she helps supervise promoters, gives training courses and assists the 
promoters wherever possible. 
11. Second World Countries: Countries that are no longer 
extremely poor economically, but have not reached a standard of living 
as is in the United States, Canada, and most of Western Europe. Also 
called medium income countries. 
12. Third World Countries: Economicall_y poorer countries of-the 
world. Also identified as less developed countries, developing 
countries or low income countries. 
13. Village leader: A leader selected from among the villagers 
by the vi 11 age to be trained in a specialty area such as agriculture, 
health, construction, literacy, etc. 
14. Village promoter: A village development worker, normally 
from outside the village, is an individual selected because he or she 
usually has at least one specialty skill area such as agriculture, 
health, human relations, construction, etc. Such an individual 
functions in an advisory capacity to those villagers who are cooperating 
in the village CEDEN programs. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introd.uction 
The purpose of thi.s chapter was to present an overview of the 
material related to the.subject of this study. The review of literature 
was divided into seven major areas and a summary. The major areas were: 
(1) Development Concepts, (2) The Village Extension Agent and Village 
Leader, (3) Agriculture in Development, (4) Education in Development, 
(5) Health in Development,. (6) Research in Development, and (7) 
Evaluation in Development. 
In the Third World, community development as we know it today is a 
relatively new idea. Before the end of World War II most First World 
countries were interested in their own national growth and well being, 
giving little attention to the problems of the Third World. This review 
of literature is an attempt to document changes that have occurred in 
development theories and to identify some of the major ideas and 
principles necessary for successful rural development in the Third 
World. The amount of money spent on development in the Third World by 
the First World has increased tremendously since 1945 (Bunch, 1982). 
Between 1952 and 1962 the United States alone spent fifty million 
dollars annually on community development projects in thirty Third World 
countries (Holdcraft, 1978), and by 1974 the United States was spending 
over 3,000 million dollars per year on all kinds of aid to the less 
13 
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developed nations (Wortman, 1978) •. In 1976 the total financial aid, 
excluding food aid to the Third World from the developed nations, 
reached 22,000 million dollars (Wortman, 1978). During the early years 
of involvement in the Third World, the United States expected 
substantial improvements in the situation of the poor resulting from its 
development efforts. The results did not reach the expectations of the 
planners; in fact evaluation efforts revealed that more than one half of 
the projects were a near tot a 1 fa i 1 ure (Bunch, 1981). With the 
continued population explosion resulting in increased strains on 
availability of food for the poor, the need for understanding village 
development has taken on an additional dimension of urgency. 
Development Concepts 
From the late 1940's to the early 60's the development strategy of 
the United States was centered around the ideas, techniques, methods and 
theories of the community development specialist and rural sociologist; 
The community development discipline viewed the village as a total, 
i n c 1 u di n g a 11 aspects a f the vi 11 age_ scene, and sought to he 1 p the 
villager gain an awareness of his situation so he could organize, and 
with a 1 i ttl e help, solve most of his own problems. From the position 
of the 11 free 11 or capitalist countries, community development was 
considered to be democratic in nature and was justified as a political 
tool to stop the spread of communism (Holdcraft, 1978). Conversely, 
countries characterized as having centrally planned economies and 
generally referred to as communist, view community development as a 
process-result of liberation from the shackles of capitalistic class 
orientation. 
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A village worker, called a community developer, was to help the 
village discover its needs, s.et priorities, and then mobilize the 
village to solve these problems. The village worker was usually a 
generalist with good traJning in the behavioral sciences. The community 
development group organized, motivated, and helped build ·schools and 
roads,. and it trained villagers in many needed skill areas (Holdcraft, 
1978). After more than ten years of community development work, there 
. 
were only a few successes (Khan, 1978). India and the Philippines seem 
to have had the most successful programs but even there they did not 
reach any great level of accomplishment (Holdcraft, 1978). 
The United States had been the leader in promoting and financing 
community development, but then became discouraged and withdrew somewhat 
from the development area (Holdcraft, 1978). The United States was then 
accused of not paying as much attention to development in the Third 
World as it had in the 1950 1 s (Bradford, 1974; Poats, 1972). However, 
by the 1970 1 s the United States was again deeply involved in development 
assistance to the Third World (IADS 1980 Report, 1981). 
During the era of community development, the agricultural and 
biol og i cal scientists were delegated secondary roles as compared to the 
community development specialists, and since that time the two groups 
have never gotten along well. The biological scientists began to play a 
more prominent role in this area when it became apparent to the 
financing agencies that the community development specialists were not 
meeting the needs of the rural poor (Holdcraft, 1978). 
The agronomist and biological scientists often seemed to view 
hunger problems as solely physical. They had great faith in a belief 
that agricultural production could be increased and then the problem of 
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hunger would disappear _and communities would begin to develop. The 
scientists received the financial backing, and new technological 
advances in agriculture and othE;!r related areas became available to the 
world. New high-yielding grain varieties, especially rice and wheat, 
were introduced and thus the green revolution began. Instead of the 
community development generalist, the green revolution required trained 
agronomists and other agricultural related workers to extend these 
technological advances to the vill~ge farmers. 
More than ten years passed and the world watched as the gross 
national product rose for nearly every Third World country (Rhoades, 
1977). ·The agriculturists claimed victory, but a cry from the community 
development specialists and sociologists soon showed that victory over 
hunger was far from being achieved. A check by the development agencies 
found that indeed the gross national products had risen and that grain 
production in the Third World was up substantially, but the poor 
continued to exist (Khan, 1978; Ntiri, 1980; Schumacher, 1973; Wharton, 
1976; Hannah, 1976; Oluwasanmi, 1976). It was apparent that poverty, 
not the scarcity of food, was the cause of hunger CIAOS 1980 Report, 
1981; Rhoades, 1977). Food is generally available to those who have 
money (Bunch, _1982). 
The poor were not only poor, but often worse off than before 
(Bunch, 1982; Bradford, 1974). They were poor, not from the lack of 
money invested nor limitations of technology, but from the lack of 
understanding as to how to implement development under all the varying 
physical, social, political and cultural conditions that exist in the 
Third World (Khan, 1978). Many development agencies and Third World 
countries thought that economic growth alone was the answer to 
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development.(Bradford, 1974). It was alleged that often national 
statistics masked the real situation as experienced by the average 
person, and so it became evident that the gross national product was not 
an adequate overall indicator of village development (Castillo, 1976). 
Governments and other agencies are now mandating that development 
programs be aimed directly at attacking and solving the problems of the 
poor rather than simply raising the gross national product (Castillo, 
1976; Meehan, 1978; Bread For The World, 1983; CEDEN, 1980). 
The United States assumed that scientific advances resulted in 
benefits to all socio-economic classes equally but found .that the green 
revolution supported the more affluent farmers, large and small (Khan, 
1978; Castillo, 1976; Oluwasanmi, 1976; Bradford, 1974; Rhoades, 1977; 
Mosher, 1971; IADS 1981 Report, 1982; Wittwer, 1977). The agricultural 
researchers developed grain strains that needed high for~ign inputs and 
assumed that all farmers could afford the 11miracle 11 seeds,. necessary 
pesticides, fertilizer and necessary water control that were imperative 
to gain maximum benefits from these new crops (Rhoades, 1977). 
In spite of these rather dissappointing results the efforts of both 
the agronomists and the community development specialists have been 
worthwhile, initiating ground work for development in the countries 
where they have worked. One of the major difficulties has been to make 
certain that assistance to the poor does, in fact, reach those for whom 
it is intended (Hannah, 1976; Bunch, 1982). Increasing production for 
both the affluent and the poor farmers is a problem that demands 
attention and must receive prime consideration throughout the Third 
World. 
Many First World countries and development agencies insist that 
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increasing the gross national product will benefit all of the 
i nhabi tan ts in each of the Third World countries. The assumption is 
that when the economy of a country is growing, the entire population 
benefits from the overall increased prosperity. This has been called 
the "trickle down" theory and, as assessed by social scientists, has not 
proven to be true (Khan, 1978; Holdcraft, 1978; Meehan, 1978; Wittwer, 
1977; Bunc.h, 1982; Poats, 1972). Almost none of the large development 
programs have ever "trickled down" to the poor, small farmer (Bunch, 
1982). Since the beginning of the concerted effort by the First World 
to share its technology and its education with the Third World, small 
farmers have profited very little (Wittwer, 1977). 
Most agencies involved in rural development now realize that the 
development process must include the total village, not just one sector 
of the village environment (Rhoades, 1977; Shields, 1967). Rural 
development planners should remember to take into account all aspects of 
village life, blending into the economical, social, spiritual, religious 
and cultural areas of the village (Bunch, 1982; Kristensen, 1974). The 
vi 11 age is a total and integral entity and cannot be broken into pieces 
with the problems attacked piece by piece (Wharton, 1976; IADS 1980 
Report, 1981). The villager is interested in his social and religious 
life as well as his physical well being (Holdcraft, 1978; Srinivasan, 
1977). It is also agreed that development must have an early success 
easily recognized by the village people. This early success occurs most 
effectively in the area of agriculture (Bunch, 1982). 
There needs to be a compromise between the biological and social 
scientists (IADS 1980 Report, 1981). Without the cooperation of these 
two areas it is feared that development on the -whole will continue to be 
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fragmented and wi 11 be done in a piecemeal approach (Wittwer, 1977; 
Shields, 1967). This fragmented approach has been one of the major 
factors limiting rural development. When community development is seen 
as projects only, and not as a part of the total development plan, the 
projects may succeed for awhile, but soon the lack of development in the 
other are.as will again drag the project down to its former level 
(Nesman, 1981). 
Researchers and planners associated with all disciplines must 
understand the workings of the others in this complex process (Wittwer, 
1977; IADS 1980 Report, 1981; Nesman, 1981; Kristensen, 1974; Poats, 
1972). Village development will never become effective until 
specialized groups learn to cooperate in planning, programing, 
implementing and evaluating the development process (Shields, 1967). 
This cooperation between disciplines must extend from the highest level 
in the developmental chain to the lowest level in the village (Shields, 
1967). Jealousy and unwillingness of personnel to cooperate are 
considered to be among the major blocks preventing rural development 
from reaching its goal for improvment of living conditions of the rural 
poor (Nesman, 1981). When rural programs are meeting the total needs of 
the community, one project leads to another and the community tends to 
need less and less outside help (Nesman, 1981). 
Since so many rural development programs have been unsuccessful, 
development planners are becoming more aware that the rural poor must be 
involved if village-level projects are to have an increased chance of 
success (Poats, 1972; Pigozzi, 1981). Village level participation does 
not guarantee success but greatly increases the chances of it (Nesman, 
1981). Village politics and power structures, if not understood, can 
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doom a project before it has a chance to succeed. Programs should be 
simple enough for the local people to manage and to meet the changing 
situations iri the village (Meehan, 1978; Bunch, 1982; Shields, 1967; 
Bunch 1981; Pigozzi, 1981). 
Planning is an essential part of rural development (Nesman, 1981). 
One problem that has become evident is the question of who should do the 
planning. Programs cannot be imposed upon' the rural poor from the 
outside and be expected to succeed without great difficulties because 
planning imposed from the top down tends to stifle the development 
process and, consequently, the projects (Wittwer, 1977; Bunch, 1981; 
Meehan, 1978). In theory the community should be involved in all the 
projects and programs in the village, but in practice this has not often 
occurred ( Shields, 1967; Nesman, 1981). Many development agencies have 
problems accepting the idea of participation by the local people 
(Pigozzi, 1981). Villagers want to participate in solutions to their 
problems, but the process is slow and some outsiders still think they 
know what is best for each villager (Nesman, 1981). In order for a 
project to succeed, local participation must take control from the 
development agencies, and give responsibility to the people who must 
ultimately have it (Pigozzi, 1981). When the community is totally 
involved in the development programs a feeling of unity and ownership 
occurs and the chances of success are increased greatly (Nesman, 1981; 
Hal dcroft, 1978; Mosher, 1981; Bunch, 1981). Villagers should be 
involved in all stages of the development process including 
village-level investigations, plans, implementation and evaluation of 
sections of each program and project (Pigozzi, 1981; Nesman, 1981). 
When projects seem to falter or are not continued, failure is often due 
to the lack of local village participation in all phases of the project 
(Pigozzi, 1981). Development programs working with the poor should be 
people oriented, should include local participation and help to develop 
a strong local organization (Meehan, 1978; Ntiri, 1980; Mosher, 1971; 
Pigozzi, 1981). 
Giving to the poor and doing things for them that they could do for 
themselves are two common errors made in development. This type of 
paternalistic development should be avoided (Bunch, 1982; Nesman, 1981). 
Some programs justify "give-aways" by saying they are faster than 
training people, they win the people over, or they help people who are 
so poor that they cannot help themselves. Give-away programs often 
divert people 1 s attention from o~her political or institutional problems 
(Bunch, 1982). These hand outs offer a short term solution to what are 
often long term problems dealing with power structures, political 
constraints, and unequal resource distributions. Justice demands that 
outside agencies aid the people in developing themselves so that they 
can keep their dignity and self respect by earning an adequate living 
and by allowing them to share in the economic and social resources of 
their country. There is often a fine line differentiating whether 
things should be given to people or whether they should not; but it must 
be remembered that if a person can obtain on his own what is being given 
to him, or if he can do what is being done for him, then paternalism is 
taking place and this creates a dependency on continuing assistance 
(Bunch~ 1982). The outsider almost always wants a part of the action in 
the village, and this outside involvement pulls the project further from 
its goal of helping the villager to help himself (Meehan, 1978). 
Development is "people building" and people must be viewed as the heart 
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of the matter (Nesman, 1981), emphasizing the human side over the 
technical side (Rhoades, 1977; Shields, 1967); indeed, the development 
process is often more important then the results of the process 
(Pigozzi, 1981). 
The Village Extension Agent and 
Village Leader 
The village extension agent and his counterpart, the village 
leader, have been identified as the most crucial members of the 
development process at the village level (Shields, 1967; Benor, 1977). 
Normally the village extension agent should not be a generalist, though 
a few development personnel would disagree with this (Nesman, 1981). 
The generalist versus the specialist dilemma has been a problem since 
the beginning of development programs, and only in recent years have the 
"experts" really begun to see ~hat neither extreme will work (Holdcraft, 
1978; Ntiri, 1980; Wharton, 1976). To achieve permanent results the 
extension agent should train local leaders in specific skill areas of 
agriculture, health, or others, as identified by the villager (Nesman, 
1981). The extension agent must be viewed as someone with something to 
offer the village and should have the skills that the village needs and 
desires (Benor, 1977; Shields, 1967; Bunch, 1981). Villagers want to 
see projects successfully completed and this normally requires an 
extension agent with technical skills to train them and oversee the 
progress of the projects. 
The extension agent, besides having a technical skill area, must 
al so have competency in human relations, teaching methods, and in the 
abi 1 i ty to work with groups (Shields, 1967; Nesman, 1981; Benor, 1977). 
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The extension agent must also reflect the principles of village 
participation (Nesman, 1981). This makes the extension agent a cross 
between the generalist and the h"ighly skilled technician. For an 
extension worker to maintain a high level of performance requires 
frequent in-service training (Benor, 1977). 
There are many types of skilled village extension agents. Some 
have ski 11 s in agriculture, health-nutrition, construction, 
education-leadership training, and many other areas. The type of skill 
depends upon the needs of the village; these should be determined by the 
vil 1 agers. 
The extension agent is a crucial link between the research-
administration level and the village (Benor,1977). He must have a clear 
understanding of his role and objectives and must be well informed by 
his superiors. He must also be able to keep up with pertinent 
activities going on in the village (Benor, 1977). A major problem that 
can sometimes arise is the tendency of the extension agent to attend to 
the needs of his supervisors first, and then those of the villagers 
(Holdcraft, 1978). When the villagers think the extension agent is 
placing his supervisor•s welfare above theirs, they lose confidence in 
him and withhold their cooperation. 
Besides being the most important links in the development chain, 
the positions of extension agent and village leader are also considered 
the weakest (Castillo, 1976). Training for both the village extension 
agent and the village leader is of the utmost importance and should be 
appropriate and done in the normal work setting as often as possible 
(Shields, 1967). All training should be relevant to the village and the 
importance of leadership training should never be overlooked (Nesman, 
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1982). Another important factor in developing the chain of 
responsibility is the selection of these two workers. Not everyone is 
cut out for these two important roles (Holdcraft, 1978; Ntiri, 1980; 
Bunch, 1982). 
The village leader is one of the villagers, male or female, 
selected by the village to be trained in agriculture, health, 
construction, or other specific skill areas (Shields, 1967; Nesman, 
1981). The village leader should attend formal and nonformal training 
courses given by the extension agent and other appropriate personnel or 
agencies. As a loyal village member, he should learn all he can and 
then help the extension agent train other interested villagers in his 
skill area (Shields, 1967; Bunch, 1982). The village leader should 
remain a permanent asset and resource person in his coummunity 
(Holdcraft, 1978). At any one time there may be several of these village 
leaders working in one village on differenct development projects. Both 
the extension agent and his counterpart, the village leader, should view 
their skill area as one part of a multifaceted process and should try to 
cooperate at all times with the many other extension agents and village 
leaders who may be operating in the vi 11 age. Unity among all the 
development personnel must be a major goal in the success of any 
development project (Nesman, 1981). 
Agriculture in Development 
The percentage of those involved in agricultural production in the 
First World has been decreasing while the actual number of farmers in 
the Third World has been increasing. S.ince one-half of the entire world 
population is still involved in farming (Ntiri, 1980), and since much of 
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the farm land in the First World may well have reached or is now 
reaching maximum production in grains, for grai~ yields to increase 
drastically in the near future, such an increase must come from the 
small farmer in the Third World (Wharton, 1976). 
Most people involved in development see small farm agriculture as 
the base or starting _point for village development. That is not to say· 
that agriculture is more important than health, education, literacy, or 
other important areas, but village life is so closely tied to 
agriculture that this is usually the easiest area frqm which to start 
the development process. From there the process can expand into other 
areas (Bunch, 1982). 
Agricultural development in the Third World faces many problems. -
Two of the major constraints limiting the improvement of the farming 
sector are (1) unequal distribution of farm lands, farm services and 
weal th, and (2) inappropriate farming equipment and supplies used by the 
small poor farmers (Pigozzi, 1981; Kristensen, 1974; Bradford, 1974; 
Bunch, 1982; Wharton, 1976; Castillo, 1976). In Latin America and other 
parts of the world, irrigation water and its control are considered 
additional major problems (Meehan, 1978; Ntiri, 1981). 
The need for some form of land reform nearly world wide is al so 
considered one of the most complex problems development planners face 
(Kristensen, 1974; Meehan, 1978). Farmers must have land available to 
farm and in Latin America poor small farmers generally wish to own their 
own land as opposed to renting it (Meehan, 1978). Land ownership gives 
the farmer a sense of security, gives him the desire to improve the 
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land, and is the resource which he will pass on to future generations. 
To meet many of these problems in the Third World, agricultural 
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scientists must turn from the.ir emphasis on large farm research to an 
orientation toward small farm enterprises (!ADS 1980 Report, 1981; 
Ensminger, 197-6). Agricultural research needs to understand in its 
entirety the rural Third World village. The new technological advances 
are not generally available to poor small farmers which was demonstrated 
in the way the green revolution assisted the affluent farmers more than 
it did the poor small farmers (Kristensen, 1974). Development workers 
need to find approp.riate methods of extending the benefits of new 
technology to all of the rural population. In Latin America, studies 
have indicated small farmers ·are actually more receptive to new 
technology than are most of the large landowners (Bradford, 1974). 
The sm a 11 farmer often wi 11 achieve a greater output per acre than 
the large farmer when both are assisted equitably (Rhoades, 1977; 
Bradford, 1974; Bunch, 1982; Wittwer, 1977). There are advantages in 
both large and small farming operations. The high capital, low labor 
intensive, large mechanized farm generally produces a slightly less 
expensive product than the high labor, low capital intensive small farm 
of the Third World. The major advantage of the labor intensive farm is 
its ability to reduce unemployment (Bunch, 1982). Appropriate, 
reasonably priced, technically effective and dependable supplies and· 
equipment need to be developed for the small farmer (Kristensen, 1974; 
Mosher, 1966; Oluwasanmi, 1976). Such factors as limited purchasing 
power and high availability of manual labor must be taken into 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n • M e c h a n i z a t i o n , a s t h e N o r t h Amer i can kn ow s i t , i s 
inappropriate for the small farmer in the Third World. 
Every farmer around the world must have access to farm markets 
where he can receive a reasonable price for the sale of his farm 
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products. Studies have shown that fair prices are probably the greatest 
incentive for increasing production and improving production practices 
(Mosher, 1966; Senor, 1977; Wittwer, 1977). 
When production increases it often places a heavy burden on the 
transportation system to and from farm markets. Without an adequate 
trans po rt at ion sys tern farm commodities cannot be taken to the market 
pl ace and farm supplies, services and equipment are not able to move· to 
the farms to keep pace with the ever changing technology of agriculture 
(Mosher, 1966). Increases in production and the availability of new 
technology may also indicate a need for farm credit. Studies have shown 
that farm credit is not essential to start agricultural development but 
when used properly it can accelerate the development process 
considerably (Mosher, 1966). 
Even though credit can stimulate development, it should not be 
offered unless it is needed. When credit is given to poor small farmers 
it should not exceed more than fifty to one hundred dollars at a time 
per farmer, because it is possible that in the past the farmers have 
become ac cu s tamed to hand outs from different agencies, and therefore 
they may view such loans as another no-return handout (Bunch, 1982). 
Understanding that such a problem exists should help the development 
group see that credit should not automatically be a part of all 
development programs (Bunch, 1982). 
Many farm cooperatives have been started and tried in the Third 
World with only a few real successes. The reasons for their failure 
have been attributed to many causes, but it appears the main reason for 
failure is the 1 ack of management ski 11 s ·on the part of the small 
farmers. Without outside managerial help, the failure rate has been 
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very high (Khan, 1978). 
Education in Development 
Education in the Third World has quite often been labeled 11 the 
ti ck et from poverty to riches 11 • Many in the Thi rd War l d who have become 
educated insis·t that their education should entitle them to high level 
jobs with elevated salaries (Peats, 1972). As more and more people are 
becoming formally educated, they are finding to their dismay that there 
are fewer and fewer high paying jobs (Castillo, 1976). 
In the rural areas of the Third World educational opportunities are 
limited with completion of the primary grades as the ultimate 
educational experience for the masses (Peats, 1972). It is rare for 
Third World countries to offer even complete primary education to the 
rural children within walking distance of their homes. Because of this 
lack of opportunity, very few poor villagers ever complete the secondary 
g r ad e s • Th e Th i rd W o r l d re s i d e n t s w h o do , are u s u a 11 y fr om the 
wealthier farm or small business families (Peats, 1972). The best 
schools, as well as the majority of schools, are almost always located 
in urban centers (Khan, 1978; Peats, 1972). The fact that most of the 
schools are in the cities influences who will get an education, and thus 
limits the number of teachers who would want to teach in the rural areas 
(Peats, 1972). By its very nature, the present system of education 
tends to create an unequal income distribution, thus furthur 
handicapping the rural poor (Evans, 1981). And since educational needs 
for the urbanite and rural villager are often very different, even mo,re 
pressure is placed on the already over burdened educational system 
(Hoxeng, 1973). 
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There are 700 million adults in the world who neither read nor 
write. The majority of these live in the Third World (Kristensen, 
1974). Most Third World children who enter school drop out before they 
reach literacy (Poats, 1972). Education toward literacy should be an 
important part of the development process but it should not be the only 
major area, because education is not a "cure all" for development but is 
only one important part of its overall process (Shields, 1961, Nesman, 
1981). Community development should center around educating and 
organizing the village with as much local participation and initiative 
as possible (Nesman, 1981). 
Since illiteracy is so common, nonformal education should play the 
major role in village adult education (Pigozzi, 1981; Poats, 1972; 
Bradford, 1974; Nesman, 1981; Srinivasan, 1977). Nonformal education 
has been defined as an organized systematic teaching process carried on 
outside the formal graded school system (La Belle, 1981). Development 
planners have found nonformal education to be an acceptable method of 
training and educating the uneducated villagers. To those people who 
have not, or cannot obtain a formal education, nonformal education could 
be the only available source for skill learning (Pigozzi, 1981). 
Nonformal education is education of involvement and participation by 
both teacher and student (Pigozzi, 1981; Nesman, 1981). It is student 
centered and uses the village setting as a point of reference and 
emphasis (Srinivasan, 1977). The student learns to be a participant and 
le a r n s he or she has a great deal of knowledge which, when added to the 
experiences and knowledge of his fellow villagers, can often solve 
village problems (Ntiri, 1980; Srinivasan, 1977). Illiterate villagers 
adapt well to methods of nonformal education since it treats them as 
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worthy individuals and not as mere objects, and places responsibility 
for learning on both the teacher and the student (Srinivasan, 1977). 
Many people involved in development think that education of the 
peep 1 e is the most vital asset a country has (Peats, 1972; Schumacher, 
1973). Education should not be just for the elite, but should be 
ava i 1 ab 1 e to the total population (Ntiri, 1980). Some say development 
should not start with goods and material things but with education of 
the people to produce the total man both materially and spiritually 
(Nesman, 1982; Schumacher, 1973; Wittwer, 1977; Meehan, 1978). 
In comparing their own First World developments with that of. the 
Third World, development planners often do not realize or take into 
account the fact that progress and development in the First World 
evolved over a long period of time and consisted of a development of 
educational methods and techniques laboriously and slowly acquired and 
refined until they suited the country (Schumacher, 1973). The 
educational system of the Third World countries should not merely copy 
First World systems since the situations and conditions are not. 
identical. Too often it is thought that development can be planned and 
created without allowing it to ·evolve through the people and their 
education (Schumacher, 1973). All too often governments want their 
educational systems to supply quick answers to pressing concerns (Peats, 
1972). 
Poverty is not caused by a lack of resources and materials, but it 
is a result of deficiencies in education, organization and discipline 
( S c h um a c h e r , 1 9 7 3 ). P r o v i d i n g p e o p l e w i t h ad e q u a t e educational 
opportunities along with helping them learn how to organize themselves, 
as well as things, and helping them learn to be more disciplined in 
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their actions, thoughts, and systems will lead to the process of 
development (Schumacher, 1978). Because acquiring education, 
organization, and discipline is not a matter of jumping from one· point 
to another, but is a gradual long term, continuing process, successful 
development is difficult to plan (Schumacher, 1973). 
Developers have assumed that if the potential leaders in the Third 
Wo r l d could be educated in the United States I university sys tern and then 
returned as leaders to their own countries, development would be 
improved. ",Some of this education has worked out well, but much of it 
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has turned out to be inappropriate to the Third World Countries for many 
times when rural youth are taken from their villages to be educated, 
they do not return after graduation but choose instead the available 
opportunities in urban areas (Castillo, 1976; Rhoades, 1977). Sometimes 
Third World governments spend large sums of money on their people for 
formal education and degrees which in the end prove meaningless in the 
reality of their situation (Bradford, 1974). 
<In most Third World countries, vocational and agricultural schools 
and their graduates are considered to be of lower status than those of 
other schools (Hathaway, 1976; Wittwer, 1977)) Normally students only 
choose these types of schools when they cannot enter the general 
education system leading to degrees in law, humanities, and other 
fields, which results in poor quality vocational training as well as an 
inadequate number of quality vocational instructors (Poats, 1972). 
Another problem that has troubled vocational education has been the lack 
of coordination of training to match the job market (Poats, 1972). More 
attention must be paid to improving vocational education and developing 
curriculum and faculty that meet the needs of the country. Care must be 
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taken not to set up duplicate copies of United States or other First 
World schools since these have proven to be incompatible in many 
situations (Poats, 1972; Hathaway, 1976; IADS 1981 Report, 1982). Most 
school systems in the Third World have not evolved over a period of time 
but have been thrust into existence as, in the case of higher education, 
copies of the United States Land Grant system only to find that the 
system is not completely appropriate to the country and its cultural and 
social structure (Hathaway, 1976). Universities in each Third World 
country need to research and design educational systems which are 
appropriate for their own countries and circumstances. 
Health in Development 
Most of the villages in the Third World have neither potable water 
nor adequate sanitary facilities. Without these two important items, 
overall vi 11 age heal th cannot improve to any great degree, as much of 
the Third World has at least short periods of heavy rains, which spread 
untreated fecal material over large areas, contaminating both soil and 
surface water. Proper diets and nutrition are very important to village 
health but no amount of nutritious food can permanantly overcome the 
effects of internal parasites and diseases that are spread by lack of 
proper sanitary facilities and potable water. 
The experience of CEDEN in Honduras has been that the villagers at 
first want water near their homes, but they have no real interest in 
sanitary facilities. After the villagers have received a few hours of 
nonformal instruction in health and nutrition and they have seen 
internal parasites in a fecal sample and organisms in a drop of surface 
water under a microscope, they _have a complete change of mind. When 
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vi 11 agers from nearby vfllages who have potable water and latrines tell 
other villagers that sickness and disease have dropped to very low 
incidences, the new vi 11 agers almost always indicate a readiness to 
start work on potable water and latrine projects. Of the hundreds of 
vi 11 ages that CED EN has .worked in, few villages have been found that 
have less than a 10·0 percent incidence· of internal parasites in their 
preschool age children (CEDEN, 1980). 
As vi 11 ages improve their water, sanitary facilities, and diets, 
i n fan t mo r ta 1 ity decreases. The death rate among ch i1 dren in the Thi rd 
World is much higher than in the First World (Poats, 1972). It appears 
that as farm animals are kept outside the home and as cement or wooden 
floors replace mud floors, infant mortality declines (CEDEN, 1980). 
Education of village women also plays a large role in improved 
sanitation, diets, and overall home environment. 
Little is known about the role of the home environoment in the 
physical and mental health of the village family. Farmers along the 
north coast of Honduras who are involved in projects with CEDEN are 
beginning to invest in cement block and tin roof houses as their incomes 
increase, thereby improving the environment in which their families 
1 i ve. 
Throughout the world the best' medical services are located in the 
major cities. The extreme of this is evident in the Third World. In a 
small village there are usually no medical services and only very 
limited amounts of medicines. Since villagers are not trained to 
despense these medicines no one is really sure of their correct usage 
(Khan, 1978). 
Most _groups involved in community development realize the 
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tremendous population growth that has occurred among the rural poor. In 
1850 the world population was approximately one billion. By 1930 it had 
reached nearly two billion, and by 1980 it was estimated at four billion 
( Nti ri, 1980). At present, seventy million people a year are being 
added to the total world population (Ntiri, 1984). Approximately 70 
percent of this total population lives in rural areas (Ntiri, 1980). 
The population growth rate must be reduced to enable world food 
problems to be solved (Borlaug, 1976; Wittwer, 1977). It has been shown 
that as all people of a c_ountry share in economic and social benefits, 
birth rates automatically go down (Bradford, 1974). When the gross 
national product for a country goes up, and there is still an extremely 
unequal distribution of the wealth, _the birth rate remains high, 
resulting in continued poverty and hunger (Bradford, !'974). 
Development personnel for years had a difficult time understanding 
the reason for iarge·.families among the very poor. Studies have shown 
that the poor view· large family size as a security measure against an 
unknown future (Bradford, 1974). There is a direct correlation between 
poverty, illiteracy, malnutrition, poor health, and high birth rates 
(Bradford, 1974). Family planning, though important, has had only 
limited success among the poor as one would expect given the above 
information (Poats, 1972). When adequate health care, education, 
employment, and fa·m.ily planning are available together,family size 
usually decreases (Bradford, 1974). Other studies have shown that 
vi 11 age women· whO finish primary school, average two less children in 
their families than those village women who did not finish grade school 
(Bradford, 1974). 
All too often health care programs have been modeled after the 
·-
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systems used in the First World. Since the situations are totally 
different, successes have been very limited (Poats, 1972). Health care 
programs cannot be solely judged on a cost benefit criterion because 
l i t t l e research . has been done on health care sys terns for the Thi rd War l d 
(Poat s, 1972). Health care research must improve its deli very sys tern as 
well as improving the training of medical doctors and nurses. Lack of 
health services in the rural sector has been one of the major reasons 
for migration of the poor rural families to the cities and every 
development group should take this important area into account before 
implementing any programs (Poats, 1972). 
Research in Development 
When most development planners talk ab·aut the need for more 
research in development, the speciality area or discipline usually 
dictates the focus for discussion. If an agriculturist is talking, he 
usually refers to research in the area of agriculture and when 
educators, rural sociologists, or other participants speak about 
research, they normally are referring to research in their areas. 
Since most of the development planners are either products of our 
univ er sit i es or are university staff personnel, they are accus tamed to 
thinking in terms of their own disciplines, and seeing problems and 
answers within the realm of their specialties. For example, when 
working with poor nutrition in children, the specialist would see the 
problem and solution almost always solely from the point of view of his 
discipline (Kristensen, 1974). The agronomist might answer the problem 
of poor nutrition through increasing soybean production; the health 
specialist would see the answer in sanitary facilities; the fish expert 
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would see fish ponds as the answer; the rural sociologist might see the 
need for a change in some village power structure; and the educator 
would see the problem as a lack of education. It is possible they all 
are correct, but none sees the total picture. 
Appropriate research should be the basis for decisions concerning 
development. There are many social theories concerning the development 
process, but the theorist has a difficult time articulating and putting 
his theories into practical terms so that they work at the village level 
(Nesman, 1981). 
There is an urgency for practical and tested research in the area 
of constraints limiting the development process, because they are major 
limiting factors in development (Benor, 1977; Ensminger, 1976; Hathaway, 
1976; Mosher, 1981). There is a need for research in all the 
disciplines involved in development and this research should be based on 
inter-disciplinary relationships (Kristensen, 1974). That is to say, 
agricultural research should be aware of how it affects health, 
education, and other fields; the converse also applies. Educational 
research in the Third World has been weak (Khan, 1978), whereas research 
in agriculture, health, and rural sociology has made many advances 
(Wittwer, 1977). The weak areas in the different disciplines have 
developed because of the lack of interdisciplinary coordination and lack 
of appropriateness in solving village-level problems (Wittwer, 1977). 
A major problem in research is that the researcher is usually not 
directly involved in village development programs and those who are 
involved in development projects do not take the time to gather adequate 
data so that appropriate research can be implemented (Bunch, 1982). The 
researcher often wants to stay on the experimental station or does not 
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want to leave his office for any length of time. These researchers are 
usually well educated and considered to be in the upper class or the 
elite. Village-level work is difficult and requires a sacrifice on the 
part of the researcher which he is often unwilling to make. 
At present there are many theories but little. concrete 
village-level research. Rural villagers are suspicious of outsiders a~d 
to do effective village research this constraint must be overcome. 
Village research must enjoy the cooperation of the villager if it is to 
be successful. Since the researcher is most often from the outside, 
usually of a higher social class, and often under time constraints, the 
important step of vi 11 age-researcher cooperation is missing. Some 
method must be devised to overcome this problem. Many development 
researchers have looked at the possibility of using the extension agent 
as the data collector, b~t unless this job can be worked into his normal 
routine (which is doubtful) this additional responsibility will just add 
more work to an already overburdened village worker (Senor, 1977). 
Evaluation in Development 
Evaluations of development projects are very difficult since not 
many adequate indicators of program success have been developed (Opler, 
1954; Meehan, 1978). Efforts need to be made by all those involved in 
development work to gather data that can be used to correctly evaluate 
the success or failure of development programs (Castillo, 1976). It is 
important that each program be evaluated by all those involved in the 
pr.ocess as well as by some outside evaluators who have not been directly 
involved in the programs (Bunch, 1982; Nesman, 1981; Meehan, 1978). It 
must al so be remembered that the villagers should be involved in this 
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evaluation process (Pigozzi, 1981; Bunch, 1982; Nesman, 1981). 
Successful evaluations are usually made only after sufficient 
planning has taken place. The need for baseline data and appropriate 
measurable objectives cannot be over emphasized. Without these, 
evaluations usually are not very useful since no one knows where the 
project started and where it is to go. Measurable objectives define the 
goals in quantitative terms helping the planners and village workers 
know toward what goals they are working. 
Sunmary 
Co.mmunity development has gone through many changes during the last 
thirty years as development personnel have tried to discover the most 
effective methods to successfully solve village development problems. A 
great deal of money has been invested in trying to rid the world of 
hunger with only limited success. The gross national product has been 
raised for nearly every country in the world through industrialization 
and improved agricultural production but this has not changed the 
situation of the Third World rural poor. One would expect that the 
increased gross national product would increase the general welfare of 
the total population, but this has not been the case. Studies now 
indicate that poverty and hunger can be overcome only if assistance is 
extended directly to the poor. The idea that the growth in the wealth 
of a country is always shared equitably among the people is false. The 
develop-planners assumed that improved wealth of a country would 
"trickle down" to the poor. 
Not only has the "trickle down" theory not worked, but the top-down 
planning by governments and international specialists has been faulty. 
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Without the villager's personal involvement in the development process 
there have been few s u c·c es sf u 1 pro j e ct s • The 1 a ck of vi 1 1 age 
involvement in planning, implementing and evaluating these projects has 
been identified as one of the major constraints in the development 
process. 
Besides village participation, problems of coordination and 
cooperation among the different specialties or disciplines involved in 
village development have been found to limit program success. 
Developmental workers in all fields must learn to work together both in 
and outside the village. Research must be aimed at answering village 
problems and it should be appropriate to the village setting. Other 
constraints on village development are the lack of competant village 
level workers and well trained village leaders. If these two village 
level workers are to be successful they must be better trained and 
continually receive adequate and appropriate training. Village level 
education must also be improved if illiteracy in the Third World 
villages is to be alleviated. 
To overcome these problems governments and development agencies are 
requiring that programs to help the poor must be aimed directly at 
solving the problems at the village level. The future will tell if this 
new thrust towards reaching the poor will be successful. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This chapter deals with the description of the location of the 
regions and the procedures used to collect and analyze the data for this 
study. An appropriate questionnaire was developed to ascertain 
perceptions on a number of selected items dealing with development and 
to compare them among three levels in the development chain. 
The Regions of Study 
La Ceiba Region 
La Ceiba, one of the five largest cities in Honduras, is located in 
the province of Atlantida and is situated on the north coast of Honduras 
along the Caribbean Sea. This region is very tropical and has a 
rainfal 1 of more than one hundred inches per year. One of the world's 
largest banana companies is headquarted in La Ceiba and the area is very 
dependent upon the company for emp 1 oymen t and other devel opmenta 1 
aspects. Only a sma H fraction of the population in the province of 
Atlantida is able to work for the banana company or other support 
businesses. Most of the rural villagers are involved in small scale 
farming, and thefr income is lower than that of an employee of the 
banana company, with the wages for employment of the banana company set 
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by union contracts. The company's starting field laborer's wage in 1980 
was about $4.00 per day. In contrast, the normal average field wage in 
rural villages was about $2.00 per day. 
Like most of the villagers in Honduras, those in theLaCeiba 
region are poor, with many health, economic and social problems. Since 
the area is very tropical and wet, the common tropical diseases of 
malaria, dysentary, internal parasites and other diseases are very 
prevalent. Most of the villages do not have potable drinking water or 
sanitary facilities. 
Reducto Area--Part of the Tegucigalpa Region 
Tegucigalpa is the capitol city of Honduras and is located in the 
province of Morazan. The Reducto area is approximately sixty miles from 
Tegucigalpa and requires a drive of two to three hours over some of the 
best and worst roads in Honduras. It is very remote, mountainous, and 
is only semi-tropical, having moderate to heavy rains for about three 
months of the year, slight rain for another two to three months and very 
little or no rain for the remaining six months of the year. The 
employment in this area is based mostly on small scale farming, 
gathering turpentine from pine trees and some limited work in sugar cane 
fields. 
As in most of the other villages. in Honduras, there is a great need 
for potable drinking water and sanitary facilities. Poor nutrition 
among the small children is extremely high, as well as the incidence of 
internal parasites. The yearly income for the average farmer in this 
area is below that of the average farmer in the La Ceiba region. Wages 
in this area for farm labor have not changed to any extent m,er the past 
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several years and have averaged between fifty cents to one dollar 
fifty cents per day. 
Population of the Study 
This study was carried out from May 1983 through November 1983. 
The seventeen vi 11 ages under study were those villages iri Honduras 
receiving financial aid for development purposes from the Christian 
Reformed Church of North America. The study attempted to gather a 
twenty-five percent stratified random sample of all heads of household 
working with CEDEN in the seventeen villages as well as the total of all 
of the trained leaders and the CEDEN extension agents working in those 
same villages (Table I). Further clarification of the sampling 
procedure pertaining to villagers is to be found on page 44. The 
supervisors, di rectors and board of di rectors of CEDEN who were 
responsible for supervising, managing and administering the CEDEN 
development programs in the seventeen villages, as well as the five 
Christian Reformed advisory missionaries assisting CEDEN, made up 
another group in the study (Table I). Also i_ncluded in this study were 
the board of directors and the supervisory and administrative staff of 
the Christian Reformed Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan (Table I). 
The parameters of the target population at each of the three levels 
were established by use of the following criteria: 
Level one 
1. A 11 respondents were members of the Christian Reformed Church 
of North America. 
2. All respondents were active in the Christian Reformed World 
Relief Committee (CRWRC) either through direct employment or as members 
TABLE I 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TARGET POPULATION 
BY DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 
Target Interviews/Questionnaires 
Development Level Population Sought 
N % 
u. s. Administrative Level 
U.S. CRWRC Board of Directors; 
Executive Committee Foreign 
Programs 7 7 100. 00 
U.S. CRWRC Board of Directors; 
Executive Committee Not Foreign 
Programs 13 13 100. 00 
U.S. CRWRC Board of 
Directors; Non-Executive 
Committee 26 26 100.00 
U.S. CRWRC Administrators; 
Directly associated with 
Foreign Programs 7 7 100. 00 
U.S. CRWRC Administrators; 
Not directly associated with 
Foreign Programs 2 2 100. 00 
TOTAL 55 55 100.00 
Middle Management Level 
Honduras CEDEN Board of 
Directors 6 6 100. 00 
Honduras CEDEN Program 
Admi ni str.ators 10 10 100. 00 
Honduras CRWRC Foreign 
Advisors 5 5 100. 00 
TOTAL 21 21 100. 00 
Village Level 
Promoters 11 11 100. 00 
Village leaders/heads of 
households 43 43 100. 00 
Village heads of households 377 94 25.·00 
TOTAL 431 148 34. 34 
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of the board of directors. 
Level two 
1. All respondents were activ_ely involved in village development 
work in Honduras. 
2. A 11 respondents worked mainly in supportive roles outside the 
village in administrative, supervisory, or advisory positions. 
Level three 
1. All respondents lived or worked as villagers or village 
promoters in at least one of the villages under study. 
The study attempted to include the complete population except for 
the twenty-five percent stratified random sample of villagers in the 
seventeen selected villages. The names of all the heads of household 
who qualified for each village were placed in separate bowls and a 
twenty-five percent stratified random sample was drawn from each village 
bowl. The twenty-five percent random sample of villagers was made in 
the following manner: 
1. All of the respondents were farmers in the villages. 
2. All of the respondents were head of a household. 
3. All of the respondents have been involved in at least one CEDEN 
development project. 
Table I I shows the population and the number of responses for each 
vi 11 age. The table shows the total heads of households in each of the 
seventeen villages included in the study. Further, heads of households 
in each village involved with CEDEN are shown with respective 
percentages. In the fourth column the number and percent of involved 
household heads interviewed is shown. The percent established to be 
interviewed was twenty-five percent. However, due to the fact that some 
TABLE II 
VILLAGE POPULATION AND RESPONSES 
Total heads of Heads of house- Percent of Involved heads of Involved village Total 
household in hold involved households households Inter- leader/heads of interviewed 
V 111 age Name the community with CEDEN involved viewed household inter-
with CEDEN viewed 
N % N % N % 
Las Tablas 40 14 35,00 7 50.00 3 21.43 10 71.43 
Terrero de San Pedro 38 18 47. 37 10 55.56 4 22.22 14 77. 78 
Coato 200 50 25.00 4 8.00 4 a.oo a 16.00 
Los Terrer1tos 30 18 60.00 6 33.33 5.56 7 38.89 
Reducto 50 20 40.00 7 35.00 2 10.00 9 45.00 
Rio Grande 30 16 53.33 5 31. 25 2 12.50 7 43. 75 
Terrero Blanco 57 18 31. 58 5 27. 78 2 11.11 7 38.89 
San Pedro 28 10 35. 71 3 30.00 2 20.00 5 50.00 
Celba Grande 62 18 29.03 a 44.44 2 11.12 10 55.56 
Cerro Colorado 12 a 66. 67 6 75.00 12.50 7 87.50 
Llmeras 104 60 57.69 10 16.67 ,5 a. 33 15 25.00 
Las Cruitas 37 20 54.05 5 25.00 2 10.00 7 35.00 
Lucinda 47 20 42.55 6 30.00 2 10.00 8 40.00 
L aguni tas 31 22 70. 97 5 22.73 2 9.09 7 31. 82 
Sombra Verde 57 27 47. 37 5 18.52 2 7.41 7 25.93 
Ceibita Way 129 41 31. 78 6 14.64 5 12.19 11 26.83 
Fortaleza de Leon 61 40 65.57 4 10.00 2 5.00 6 15.00 
/ 
TOTAL 1,013 420 · 41.46 102 24. 29 43 10.23 145 34.52 
~ 
0, 
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of the interviewers were overly eager to show a good return for a 
particular vi 11 age, the percent of responses for certain villages 
exceeded the established twenty-five percent. For the five villages in 
which returns fell below the twenty-five percent established sampling, 
various factors may have been responsibl"e including environmental 
phenomenon such as flooding and pressures of work schedules in certain 
areas. 
Instrument 
A survey-type instrument on perceptions of importance and 
achievement of selected goals for village development was developed by 
the researcher for this study (See Appendix A). Each goal statement was 
measured on a zero (0) to five (5) Likert-type scale (0 = not important, 
5 = ex tr em e 1 y i mp o r t a n t , an d O = no t a c h i e v e d , 5 = a 1 most fu 11 y 
achieved). The questionnaire can be sectioned into four broad village 
development goal topic headings. These four development goal topics 
include; agriculture, health, education, and administrative/ 
developmental. Questions 1, 3, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 23, 25, and 28 
deal with agriculture. Questions 6, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 33, 34, 36 and 
38 concern health. Questions 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 and 44 concern 
education. The questions dealing with the broad area of administration 
and development theory are 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 
2 7, 29, 31, 35 and 37. These four broad areas were used to compare the 
perceptions of the three levels of the development chain. 
The questionnaire was given to the three levels of the development 
chain. To insure understandability, slight changes in headings were 
made to correspond to the different levels. The villagers and village 
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leaders answered the goal statements with a reference only to their 
vi 11 ages, whereas the other respondents answered according to the 
villages under their supervision. As the level in the development chain 
rises, the number of villages under the respondent's supervision 
normally increases and the headings in the questionnaire reflected this 
fact. 
Two additional questions were included in the questionnaire as an 
attempt to verify the information gathered on perceptions of goal 
importance and goal achievement. The first question asked each 
development level their opinion as to whether village agriculture, 
health, education, cooperation and standard of living had improved, 
stayed the same, or worsened over the last five years. A rating of 
three was used for improved, two for stayed the same, an<;I one for 
worsened. The. second additional question was an open ended question. 
This question asked the different development levels to identify the 
three major problems they felt confronted the villages. The answers to 
these questions were categorized into the four main developmental goal 
topic areas of the study; agriculture, health, education and 
administration/development. Each of these four topic areas were further 
broken down into sub categories. 
The questionnaire was written in both English and Spanish since it 
was to be given to both English speaking Canadians and U.S. Americans as 
well as Spanish speaking Latin Americans. The content and face validity 
of the English version was reviewed by a panel of six English speaking 
experts as well as by three of the faculty of the Department of 
Agricultural Education of Oklahoma State University. The panel of 
experts consisted of: one person who had administered survey 
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instruments around the world for more than ten years; one was an 
agronomist with more than twenty years experience in agricultural 
development; one was an agricultural economist with four years of 
foreign experience; one was a sociologist with some experience overseas; 
and one was a community.education specialist. 
After the. Eng] i sh questionnaire had been developed, a translation 
into simple Spanish was made by a Latin American with ten years of rural 
Latin American experience. The questionnaire was then tested on five 
Latin American students, three of whom were from Honduras. A special 
effort was made to translate the English version into easily 
understandable Spanish while at the same time keeping the content the 
same as the English version. This simple Spanish was especially 
important since some of those taking the questionnaire had a low reading 
ability. Every attempt was made to translate accurately from English to 
Spanish in order to insure validity of the data gathered. 
Concerning the design of the instrument, the following assumptions 
were made: 
1. The instrument was able to correctly measure the perceptions 
and judgements held by the three levels in the development chain. 
2. The instrument was clear and understandable to adequately 
communicate the information being sought from each of the levels 
included in the study. 
Collection of Data 
Since Miss Betty Roldan, CRWRC health-nutrition missionary to 
Honduras, enthusiastically agreed to personally coordinate the data 
gathering in Honduras, she completed the first questionnaire. Miss 
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Roldan fs a native of Chile and is bilingual in Spanish and English. 
Miss Roldan filled out the Spanish version of the questionnaire under 
the supervision of the researcher. After completing the questionnaire 
Miss Roldan conferred with two faculty members of the Oklahoma State 
University Agricultural Education Department, serving on the researchers 
-
committee, in order that they might instruct her as to how the 
questionnaire might be most effectively submitted to the village 
promoters. They also suggested procedures as to how promoters, in turn, 
might be instructed. in methods and procedures of administering the 
questionnaire by interview to the village leaders and selected 
vil 1 agers. 
Both the middle level members ~f the development chain in Honduras 
and the ·vi 11 ag.e level promoters fi 1 led out the: questionnaire under the 
supervision of Miss Roldan. After the village promoters had completed 
their questionn~ire they were trained by Miss Roldan to administer the 
questionnaire by the interview method to the village leaders and the 
selected villagers. To collect the data from the villagers and village 
leaders, a face-to-face interview method had to be used. This was the 
only part of the population that required an interviewer since these 
vi 11 agers ranged.,from semi literate to illiterate. The CEDEN promoters 
gave the interviews to the villagers and village leaders after they had 
f i 11 ed out the it ·own questionnaires. The questionnaire was al so sent to 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, to be filled out by the Board of Directors of 
CRWRC and· the management and adminstrative staff of CRWRC. A cover 
letter was sent along with each questionniare explaining the purpose of 
the study and how to complete the questionnaire. 
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Analysis of the Data 
The fa 11 owing is a description of how the data was analyzed. A 
Likert-type scale was used in the questionnaire with categories ranging 
from 11 extr:ememly important" to 11 not important" and "almost fully 
achieved" to 11 not achieved". The question concerning the present status 
of agriculture, health, education, village cooperation and standard of 
living was given categories of 11 improved 11 , "stayed the same" or 
11 worsened 11 • The open ended questions allowed the respondents to list 
the major problems they felt were confronting the villages and these 
answers would be reported as frequency counts, and percentages. 
To permit statistical treatment of the data for importance 
categories and achievement categories, numerical values were assigned to 
the response categories as shown in Tables III and IV. 
To permit statistical treatment of the data for village improvement 
categories, numerical values were assigned to the response categories as 
shown in Table V. 
In evaluating the data for the importance and achievement mean 
scores, two criteria were arbitrarily chosen: (1) any mean score for 
any i tern in a given category which fell below 2.50 was considered to be 
notable from the standpoint of being considered a critically low score; 
and (2) whenever a difference in mean score between development chain 
groups or between importance and achievement within development chain 
groups in any category is determined to be two (2.00) or more, this was 
considered to be a notable difference. Further clarification of the 
meaning of. the term notable difference can be found in the presentation 
of definitions in Chapter I. 
TABLE II I 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THE DATA FOR 
IMPORTANCE CATEGORIES 
Scale 
Response Numerical 
Categories Value 
Extremely Important 5 
One category below 
Extremely Important 4 
Two categories below 
Extremely Important 3 
Three categories below 
Extremely Important 2 
Four categories below 
Extremely Important 1 
Not Important 0 
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Range of 
Actual Limits 
for Categories 
4. 50 - and above 
3.50 - 4.49 
2.50 - 3.49 
1. 50 - 2.49 
0.50 - 1.49 
0.00 - 0.49 
TABLE IV 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THE DATA FOR 
ACHIEVEMENT CATEGORIES 
Scale 
Response Numerical 
Categories Value 
Nearly Fully Achieved 5 
One category below 
Nearly Fully Achieved 4 
Two categories below 
Nearly Fully Achieved 3 
Three categories belo~ 
Nearly Fully Achieved 2 
Four categories below 
Nearly Fully Achieved 1 
Not Achieved 0 
TABLE V 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THE DATA FOR 
IMPROVEMENT CATEGORIES 
Scale 
Response Numerical 
Categories Value 
Improved 3 
Stayed the Same 2 
Worsened 1 
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Range of 
Actual Limits 
for Categories 
4. 50 - and above 
3. 50 - 4. 49 
2.50 - 3.49 
1. 50 - 2.49 
0.50 - 1.49 
0.00 - 0.49 
Range of 
Actual Limits 
for Categories 
2.50 - and above 
1. 50 - 2.49 
0.50 - 1.49 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the perceptions 
concerning village development and development problems as held by the 
three levels in the development chain. The three levels in the 
development chain are: (1) U.S. Administrative Level; (2) Middle 
Management Level and; (3) the Village Level. The perceptions under 
study were the importance and achievement of selected village 
developmental goals as well as the perceptions concerning village 
improvement. Finally, this chapter will analyze the identified problems 
as seen by the respondents of the three development levels. 
Background of the Population 
The population of this study included twenty-two U.S • 
. administrative level, nineteen middle management level, and one hundred 
fifty-six village level respondents. The twenty-two U.S. administrative 
personnel worked for the Christi an Reformed World Relief Committee 
( CRWRC) as either members of the CRWRC Board of Directors or as CRWRC 
administrative staff. The nineteen middle management level personnel 
were composed of incountry national CEDEN Board members, administrative 
or supervisory personnel, pl us foreign advisers. The one hundred 
fifty-six village level personnel consisted of CEDEN extension agents 
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called promoters, village trained technical leaders, and villagers. The 
U.S. CRWRC administrative staff all live in the U.S. or Canada and the 
mi dd 1 e management and- vi 11 age 1 eve 1 category a 11 1 i ve in Honduras. 
General Characteristics of Respondents 
The survey instrument contained forty-six questions plus four items 
of demographic nature. The demographic items asked for the respondent's 
name, community, occupation, and years associated either with CEDEN or 
CRWRC. The first forty-four questions were designed to obtain the 
perceptions of the respondents concerning importance and achievement for 
selected village development goals. Question number forty-five dealt 
with each respondent's o~inion concerning whether selected village items 
had improved or not over the past five years • . The last question was an 
open ended question asking for the respondent's opinion concerning the 
major problems confronting the villages under study. Not all questions 
were answered by al 1 respondents, the "N" of different tables may vary. 
The largest variation in number of r~spondents (N) occurred within the 
U.S. Administrative Level.· The number of respondents for the questions 
concerning the importance of the selected goal items ranged from twenty 
respondents to twenty-two respondents, the total possible respondents 
being twenty-two. The number of U.S. Administrative Level respondents 
for the questions concerning achievement were much lower than for the 
11 important" questions. The total respondents possible was twenty-two but 
the achievement questions had a range of respondents of six to eight. 
From the comments made on the questionnaires it was apparent that the 
U. s. CRWRC Board members did not possess the necessary information to 
feel qualified to answer the achieved questions. The number of U.S. 
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Administrative personnel answering the questions concerning village 
improvement and major problems confronting the village were also low in 
number. 
In Table VI the total questionnaires/interviews sought, number of 
respondents to the questionnaires/interviews, and the percentage of 
those responding to the questionnaires/interviews are presented by· 
development level. The twenty two respondents from the U.S. Administra-
tive level represent forty percent of the total. The nineteen 
respondents at the Middle Management Level represent 90.47 percent of 
the total Middle Management Level personnel. At the Village Level the 
one hundred fifty six respondents represent 105.40 percent of the 
planned sought village level group. The reason for the overage at the 
Village Level is due to an over sample of some villages. Checking Table 
II in Chapter Three will show which villages were over sampled and which 
vi 11 ages f e 11 be 1 ow the sought twenty-five percent samp 1 e. This item 
was beyond the control of the researcher. 
Presented in Table VII are the average years associated with CEDEN 
or CRWRC according to development level. The U.S. Administrative Level 
respondents had been associated with CRWRC/CEDEN for an average of 4.63 
years whereas the Middle Management Level respondents had a mean score 
of 4.47 years associated with CEDEN or CRWRC. The village level workers 
had an average of 2.30 years associated with the CEDEN/CRWRC development 
programs. 
TABLE VI 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RECEIVED BY DEVELOPMENT 
LEVEL AND BY SPECIFIC TASK PERFORMED 
Total Number of Percent 
Development Level Sought Respondents Responding 
U.S. Administrative Level 
U.S. CRWRC Board of Directors; 
Executive Committee Foreign 
Programs 7 4 57.14 
U.S. CRWRC Board of Directors; 
Executive Committee Not 
Foreign Programs 13 6 46.15 
U.S. CRWRC Board of Directors; 
Non-Executive Committee 26 3 11.53 
U.S. CRWRC Administrators; directly 
associated with Foreign Programs 7 7 100.00 
U.S. CRWRC Administrators; Not 
directly associated with Foreign 
Programs 2 2 100.00 
TOTAL 55 22 40.00 
Middle Management Level 
Honduras CEDEN Board of Directors 6 5 83. 33 
Honduras CEDEN Program Administrators 10 10 100. 00 
Honduras U.S. CRWRC Foreign Advisors 5 4 80.00 
TOTAL 21 19 90.47 
Village Level 
Promoters 11 11 100. 00 
Village leaders/heads of households 43 43 100. 00 
Village heads of households 94 102 108. 51 
TOTAL 148 156 105.40 
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TABLE VII . 
RESPONDENT'S MEAN YEARS ASSOCIATED WITH DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES 
(CRWRC OR CEDEN) BY DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 
Number of 
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Development Level Respondents Mean Years 
A. 
B. 
c. 
U.S. Adminstrative Level 22 
Middle Management Level 19 
Village Level 156 
Responses to Questions Pertaining to the Impor-
tance and Achievement of the Selected 
Agricultural Goal Items 
4.63 
4.47 
2. 30 
The number of respondents and mean scores of perceptions expressing 
relative importance and achievement for selected Agricultural goals by 
the three levels in the development chain are reported in Table VIII. 
The weighted means found at the bottom of the table are the overall 
means and not the mean of means. The weighted mean was used to insure 
that each response was given equal weight. A Likert scale of zero (0) 
to five ( 5) was used to measure the degree of perceived importance and 
degree of perceived achievement for the selected agricultural goals. 
Zero (0) on the scale represented 11 not important" or "not achieved" 
whereas a rating of five (5) indicated a perceive value of "extremely 
important" or "nearly fully achieved." The closer the mean scores are 
to five the more important or achieved this goal is perceived and the 
QI 
1. 
3. 
8. 
l:l. 
12. 
14. 
16. 
18. 
23. 
25. 
28. 
TABLE VUI 
PERCEPTIONS BY THREE LEVELS IN THE DEVELOPMENT CHAIN AS INDICATED BY MEAN SCORES 
EXPRESSING RELATIVE IMPORTANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT FOR SELECTED AGRICULTURAL GOALS 
U.S. Administrative Level Middle Management Level Village Level 
Agricultural Goals 
N Impcrtance N Achievement N ImportancE N Achievement N Importance N Ach i ev;:ir.en t 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mtan 
Far'll land e,qual ly available to all 
farmers 22 3. 73 8 1.63 17 4.41 17 3.00 155 4.69 155 2.55 
Appropriate farm equipment locally 
available 21 3.57 7 2.43 19 3.89 18 2.56 154 4.51 152 1.83 
Farm credit or loans repaid 22 3.86 7 3.00 18 4.28 19 3.47 151 4.57 149 3.12 
,,ciequate 1qarkets dV~ilable for sale 
of fa<m cou~r,odities 20 4.25 7 2.57 19 4.58 18 2.78 154 4.60 153 1.59 
Fair prices avallab.le for sale of 
farm com,nodities 20 4.00 7 2.14 19 4.47 19 2.95 155 4.53 152 1. 74 
Ajequat! transportation available 
to and fr(l:11 f 1 r.n mar~e ts 20 4.00 7 2.43 19 3.95 19 2. 32 155 4,61 153 1.52 
Results from agricultural research 
prograrns available to farmers (new 
varieties, pest control methods, etc.) 22 4.09 7 2.71 18 4.50 19 3.16 153 4.50 149 2. 34 
Farm cooperatives established 21 3.29 7 2.86 19 3.84 19 1.63 153 4.03 148 .87 
Far:n land improved ( irrigation, 
drainage, removal Gf rocks and 
stum?s, erosion control, etc.) 22 3.95 7 3.14 19 4.26 19 2.84 154 4. 71 152 1. 77 
Appropriate farm supplies locally 
avail,ble 20 3.85 7 3.14 19 4.42 18 3.17 155 4.73 153 2. 24 
Adequate farm credit av.:iilable 21 3.90 7 3.29 19 4. 74 19 3.58 153 4.66 152 3.32 
WE I GfiTED OP. C:lANli MEAN 3.86 2.65 4.30 2.&i 4.56 2.08 
QI= these numbers represent the question number as found on the questionnaire (See Appendix A). 
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closer the mean score is to zero the less this goal was perceived as 
important or achieved. The U.S. Administrative Level perceived the 
importance of the the total Agricultural goals as one category below 
extremely important (3.86). The Agricultural goal highest in perceived 
importance was "adequate farm markets 11 (4.25) and the lowest was "farm 
cooperatives" (3.29). The individual importance mean scores were evenly 
distributed except for the importance mean scores of "farm cooperatives II 
( 3. 29) and 11 appropri ate farm equipment ·avai lable 11 (3.57). The grand 
mean for all achieved Agricultural goals was two categories below almost 
completely achieved ( 2. 65). The highest perceived achievement mean 
score was for 11 farm credit" (3.29) and the lowest mean score was fcir 
11 ava i lab le farm land" (1.63). These mean scores were evenly distributed 
except for the mean score for 11available farm land" (1.63). 
It should be noted that the number of responses (N) to the 
importance goals for this group is more than twice the number of 
responses (N) to achievement goals. From the comments made on the 
questionnaires it was apparent that the CRWRC board members did not have 
the needed information to answer the achievement questions and therefore 
did not feel qualified to answer them. 
The Middle Management Level grand mean for importance for 
Agricultural goals was one level below the extremely importance category 
( 4. 30). The range of means for importance was from extremely important 
( 4. 74) to one category below extremely important (3.84). This group 
perceived 11farm credit" (4.74) as the most important and perceived 11 farm 
cooperatives" (3.84) as the least important._ The individual importance 
mean scores were evenly distributed. In the area of-Agricultural goal 
achievement, the grand mean for the Middle Management Level was two 
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levels below the almost completely achieved category (2.86). The 
individual mean achievement goal items for Agriculture ranged from one 
category below almost completely achieved (3.58) to three categories 
below almost completely achieved (1.63)~ The highest perceived achieved 
Agricultural goal was 11 farm credit 11 (3.58) and the lowest perceived 
achieved Agricultural goal was 11farm cooperatives 11 (1.63). The achieved 
Agricultural mean scores are evenly distributed except for the low score 
for 11farm cooperatives 11 (1.63). 
The Vi 11 age Level grand mean for importance for Agricultural goals 
was in the top category of extremely important (4.56). The range of 
Agricultural importance goal means was from extremely important (4.73) 
to one level below extremely important (4.03). The highest perceived 
Agricultural importance goal was 11 appropriate farm supplies 11 (4.73) and 
the 1 owe st perceived Agricultural imp-ortance goal was 11 farm 
cooperatives 11 (4.03). The individual importance means were evenly 
distributed except for the importance of 11farm cooperatives 11 (4.03). 
The Village Level grand mean for achievement for Agricultural goals was 
three categories below almost completely achieved (2.08). The range of 
the mean scores was from two categories below almost completely achieved 
( 3. 32) to four categories below almost completely achieved (.87). The 
Village Level individual means scores for ach-ievement were widely 
distributed as can be seen in Table VIII. The highest perceived 
Agricultural achieved goal was 11 farm credit 11 (3.32) and the lowest 
achieved goal was 11 farm cooperatives 11 (.87). This group almost 
consistently perceived all Agricultural importance goals higher and 
achievement goals lower than the other two groups. 
When comparing the grand Agricultural means among the three levels, 
the U.S. Administrative Le.vel and the Middle Management Level both 
perceived the importance of the agricultural goals as being one category 
below extremely important and the achievement of the Agricultural goals 
as being two categories below almost completely achieved. In contrast 
the Village Level perceived the importance of the total Agricultural 
goals as extremely important and that the achievement of these goals as 
being three categories below almost completely achieved. 
Responses to Questions Pertaining to the 
Importance and Achievement of the 
Health Goal Items 
The number and mean scores of perceptions expressing relative 
importance and achievement for selected Health goals by the three levels 
in the development chain are reported in Table IX. The U.S. 
Administrative Level perceived the importance of the total Health goals 
as one category below extremely important (4.02). The range of means 
for the Health importance goals was from extremely important (4.76) to 
two categories below extremely important (2.50). The highest perceived 
importance Health goal was 11 reducing child mortality 11 (4.76) and the 
lowest was 11 adequate recreational facilities 11 (2.50). There was a wide 
distribution of mean importance scores as perceived by this group. Two 
mean scores fell in the category of extremely important, seven scores 
were evenly distributed over the entire limits of one category below 
extremely important and one score fell in the upper limits of two 
categories below extremely important. The U.S. Administrative Level 1 s 
mean perception scores of the vi 11 ages achievement of Health goals 
ranged from one category below almost completely achieved (3.63) to four 
Qf 
6. 
22. 
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TABLE IX-
PERCEPTIONS BY THREE LEVELS IN THE DEVELOPMENT CHAIN AS INDICATED BY MEAN SCORES 
EXPRESSING RELATIVE IMPORTANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT FOR SELECTED HEAL TH GOALS 
U.S. Administrative Level Middle Management Level Vi 11 age Level 
Hea Ith Goals 
N Importance N Aclil e:vement Ii Importance N Achievement N Importance N Achievement 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean folean 
Adequate housing available to all 
villagers 22 3.50 7 2.14 19 4. 21 18 2.67 154 4.78 152 2.58 
Pot ab le water avai lab.le at or near 
each homes i te 20 4.20 6 3.17 19 4. 74 19 4.05 154 4-84 150 3.29 
Sanitary facilities used at each 
hoinesite 22 4.41 7 3.14 19 4.63 19 3. 32 156 · 4. 75 154 2.33 
Family health improved 22 4.49 7 3. 71 18 4.89 18 3.44 150 4.00 149 2.97 
Faaii ly atmosphere and home 
environment improved 21 4.00 6 2.67 19 4.42 19 J.32 155 4. 78 151 2. 91 
Child mortality reduced 21 4. 76 8 3.63 19 4. 74 18 3.56 154 4.75 149 3.03 
Adequate recreational facilities 
available 20 2.50 7 1.14 19 3.89 17 1.88 151 4.36 143 .69 
Health services and medicines 
available 21 4.24 7 3.57 19 4. 79 17 3.06 156 4. 77 147 1.88 
Balanced diet eaten daily 21 4. 38 7 3.29 19 4.58 18 2.61 156 4.65 152 1.95 
Family planning education available 21 3.57 8 2.38 19 4.42 19 3.00 153 4.54 149 2.10 
WE I GHTED OR GRANil MEAN 4.02 2.89 4.53 3.11 4.70 2.40 
QI = these n~mbers rc:presen t the question number as found on the questionnaire (See Appendix A). 
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categories below almost completely achieved (1.14). The grand mean for 
all achieved Heal th goals was two categories below almost completely 
achieved (2.89). The highest perceived achievement mean score was for 
"reduced child mor_tality 11 (3.63) and the lowest mean score was for 
"adequate recreational facilities" (1.14). The achievement mean scores 
are evenly distributed except for the mean score for "adequate 
recreational facilities (1.14) and "adequate housing available" (2.14). 
It should be noted that the number of responses (N) for the importance 
goals is more than twice the responses ( N) for achievement goals. From 
the comments made on the questionnaires it was apparent that the CRWRC 
board members did not have the needed information to answer the 
achievement questions and therefore did not feel qualified to answer 
them. 
The Middle Management Level 's grand mean for importance for Health 
goals was in the extremely important category (4.53). The range of 
means for importance was from extremely important (4.79) to one category 
below extremely important (3.89). This group perceived "health services 
and medicines" (4.79) as the highest importance category and "adequate 
recreational facilities" (3.89) as the lowest. These importance mean 
scores are evenly distributed. In the area of Health goal achievement, 
the grand mean for the Middle Management Level was two categories below 
almost completely achieved (3.11). The individual mean achievement goal 
scores for heal th ranged from one category below almost completely 
achieved (4.05) to three categories below almost completely achieved 
( 1. 88). The highest perceived achieved Health goal was "potable water" 
(4.05) and the lowest perceived achieved Health goal was "adequate 
recreational facilities" (1.88). Ex<:ept for the achieved mean score for 
··-
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"adequate recreational facilities" (1.88) the mean scores are evenly 
distributed·. 
The Villge Level's grand mean for importance for Health goals was 
in the top category of extremely important (4.70). The range of Healtn 
importa·nce goal means was from extremely important (4.84) to one 
category below extremely important (4.36). The highest perceived Health 
importance goal was 11 potabl e water" (4.84) and the lowest perceived 
Heal th importance goal was "adequate recreational facilities" (4.36). 
These importance mean scores were evenly distributed. The Village Level 
grand mean for achievement for Health goals was three categories below 
almost completely achieved (2.40). The range of the mean scores was 
from two categories below almost completely achieved (3.29) to four 
categories below almost completely achieved (.89). The highest 
perceived Health achieved goal was "potable water" (3.29) and the lowest 
achieved goal was "adequate recreational facilities" (.89). Except for 
the achieved mean score for "adequate recreational facilities" (.89) the 
mean scores were evenly distributed. 
Comparing the grand means among the three levels in the development 
chain showed that the Middle Management Level and the Village Level view 
the overall importance of Health goals one category higher than the U.S. 
Administrative Level. Both the U.S. Administrative Level and the Middle 
Man a g eme n t Level perceived the achievement of the Health goals as one 
category higher than did the Village Level. 
Responses to Questions Pertaining to the 
Importance and Achievement of the 
Educational Goal Items 
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The number and mean scores of perceptions expressing relative 
importance and achievement for selected Educational goals by the three 
levels in the development chain are reported in Table X. The U.S. 
Administrative Level perceived the importance of the total Educational 
goals as one category below extremely important (4.05). The range of 
means for the Edµcational importance goals was from one category below 
extremely important (4.45) to two categories below extremely important 
(3.10). The Educational goal highest in perceived importance was 
"village development leaders adequately trained" (4.45) and the lowest 
was "adequate secondary education available" (3.10). Except for the 
mean score for "adequate secondary education available" (3.10) the U.S. 
Administrative Level 1 s importance mean scores were evenly distributed. 
The U.S. Administrative Level 1 s mean perception scores of the villages• 
achievement of Educational goals ranged from one category below almost 
completely achieved (3.50) to four categories below almost completely 
achieved (1.00). The grand mean for all achieved Educational goals was 
two categories below almost completely achieved (2.76). The highest 
perceived achievement mean score was for "CEDEN promoters adequately 
trained 11 (3.50) and the lowest mean score was for "adequate secondary 
education available" (1.00). Except for achieved mean score for 
"adequate secondary education available" (1.00) the achieved mean scores 
are evenly distributed. It should be noted that the number of responses 
(N) for the importance goals is more than twice the responses {N) for 
achievement goals. From the comments made on the questionnaires it is 
, Qi' 
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TABLE X 
PERCEPTIONS BY THREE LEVELS IN THE DEVELOPMENT CHAIN AS INDICATED BY MEAN SCORES 
EXPRESSING RELATIVE IMPORTANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT FOR SELECTED EDUCATION GOALS 
U.S. Administrative Level Middle Management Lave! Vil I age Leve I 
Education Goals 
N Importance N Ach i eve,oen t N Importance N Achievement N Importance N Achievement 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Medn 
CED EN promoters and ex tens ion agents 
adequately trained 20 4.40 8 3.50 19 4.79 19 3.79 153 4.76 150 3.89 
Adequate primary education locally 
available 21 4.19 7 2.57 19 4. 74 19 3.42 155 4.76 151 3.66 
Village development leaders adequJtely 
· trained (agriculture, health, etc.) 20 4.45 7 3.43 18 4. 94 18 3.61 155 4.8~ 153 2.85 
Adequate secondary education locally 
available 21 3.10 7 1.00 19 3. 95 18 1.61 152 4.55 143 .18 
Villagers able to read and write 21 4.14 8 2.75 19 4.84 18 3.50 155 4.85 . 147 3.05 
Adequate village level training 
cour,es for youth and adults 
locally available 20 4.05 8 3.13 19 4.47 19 3.05 154 4. 70 149 1. 87 
WEIGHTED OR GRAND MEAN 4.05 2. 76 4.62 3.17 4. 74 2.60 
QI = these numbers represent the question number as found on the questionnaire (See Appendix A). 
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apparent that the CRWRC board members did not have the needed 
information to answer the achievement questions_and therefore did not 
feel qualified to answer them.· 
The Middle Management Level 's grand mean for importance for 
Educational goals was in the extremely important category (4.62). The 
range of means for the importance was from extremely important (4. 94) to 
one category below extremely important (3.95). This group perceived 
"vi 11 age development leaders adequately trained" (4. 94) as the highest 
importance category and "adequate secondary education available" (3.95) 
as the lowest. Except for the mean score for "adequate secondary 
education available (3.95) the importance mean scores were evenly 
distributed. In the area of EJ:iucational goal achievement, the grand 
mean for the Midd1e Management Level was two categories below almost 
completely achieved (3.17). The individual mean achievement goal scores 
for Education ranged from one category be 1 ow a 1 most comp 1 ete 1 y achieved 
(3. 79) to three categories below almost completely achieved (1.61). The 
highest perceived achieved Educational goal was "CEDEN promoters and 
extension agents adequately trained" (3.79) and the lowest perceived 
Educational goal was "adequate secondary education available" (1.61). 
Except for the achieved mean score for "adequate secondary education 
available" (1.61) the mean scores were evenly distributed. 
The Vi 11 age Level grand mean for importance for Educational goals 
was in the top category of extremely important (4.74). The Village 
Level perceived all of the Educational goals as being extremely 
important. The highest perceived Educational goal was "villagers able 
to read and write" (4.85) and the lowest perceived Educational goal was 
"adequate secondary education available" (4.55). The Village Level 
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grand mean for achievement for Educational goals was two categories 
below almost completely achieved (2.60). The range of the achieved mean 
scores was from one level below almost completely achieved (3.89) to 
five categories below almost completely achieved (.18) which is in the 
category of not achieved. The highest perceived achieved Educational 
goal was 11 CEDEN promoters and extension agents adequately trained" 
(3.89) an~ the lowest perceived achieved Educational goals was "adequate 
secondary education available" (.18). Except for the achieved mean 
·scores for "adequate secondary education available (.18) and "adequate 
village level training courses for youth and adults available" (1.87) 
the mean scores were evenly distributed. 
Comparing the grand means among the three levels in the development 
chain showed that the Middle Management Level and Village Level 
perceived the importance of ·the Educational goals as one category above 
the U.S. Administrative Level. All three levels of the development 
chain perceive the achievement of the educational goals as being two 
categories below almost completely achieved. 
Responses to Questions Pertaining to the 
Importance and Achievement of the 
Administrative/Developmental 
Goal Items 
The number of respondents and mean scores of perceptions expressing 
relative importance and achievement for selected Administrative/ 
Developmental goals by the three levels in the development chain are 
reported in Table XI. The U.S. Administrative Level perceived the 
importance of the total Administrative/Developmental goals as one 
( 
TABLE XI 
PERCEPTIONS BY THREE LEVELS IN THE DEVELOPMENT CHAIN AS INDICATED BY MEAN SCO~ES EXPRESSING 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT FOR SELECTED ADMINISTRATIVE/DEVELOPMENTAL GOALS 
U.S. Admlnistrative Level Middle Management Level Village Leve 1 
Administrative/Developmental Goals 
N Importance N Achievement N Importance . N Achievement N Importance . N Achievement QI Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
2. Villagers totally involved in village 
project development planning 22 4.09 7 3.29 19 4.53 18 3.61 156 4,75 154 2.92 
4, Long range village plans developed 22 4,05 8 2.63 18 .4.17 17 3.06 150 4.49 145 2.43 
5. Qua 1 if i ed v i1 l agt: promoters or 
extension agents selected 22 4.41 8 3. 75 19 4.68 19 4.05 154 4,64 150 3.08 
7. Qualified village leaders selected 21 4.05 7 4.14 19 4. 74 19 3. 74 151 4,64 145 2.85 
9. Comprehensive, functioning village 
dP.velopment pro!;ram established 
(includes all areas deemed necessary 
by vii lagers) 22 4.32 7 3.14 l9 4.53 19 3.37 153 4.68 152 2.80 
11. Or93nizEd, functioning village council 
or plan~ing committee established 21 4.33 8 3.13 19 4,42 19 2.89 153 4,56 152 2.01 
13. Vil I age development projects evaluated 
by both CEDEN and villagers 22 4.14 7 4.00 19 4. 79 19 4.00 155 ... 66 152 2.96 
15. Measurable objectives established and 
agreed upon by both villagers and CEDEN 
with each thoroughly understanding 
their respondibilities 21 4.05 8 3.50 19 4.68 19 3. 37 152 4.65 155 3.09 
17. Cooperation developed between village 
and government 21 3.29 7 1.86 19 3.63 19 2.00 153 4.5~ 152 1. 71 
19. Cooperation d~veloped between village 
and CEDEN 22 3.55 7 1.86 17 4.88 17 4.0·~ 151 4,74 147 3.75 
20. Off-season; off-farm e111ployment 
available 20 3.45 7 1.43 18 3.67 19 1. 74 151 4.22 146 1.03 
O'I 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
U. S, Administrative Level 1':iddle Mandgement Level Village Level 
Ad,~i n is trJt i ve/Deve l opmenta l Goa 1 s 
N Importance N Achievement N Importance tl Achievement N Importance N Achieve:;ie~t 
(JN Mean Mean Mean :•lean Mean Mean 
----· 
2l. Vil lagers totally invol 1ed in village 
project imp 1 e111:n ta ti ons 22 4.18 7 3. 71 19 4.47 19 2. 95 155 4. 76 154 2.93 
27. Interest and enlhusiam exhibited 
by promoters and exttnsion agenh 21 4.19 8 3.50 19 4.89 18 3.89 154 4. 71 152 3.53 
29. Visits to village made often by 
CEDfN promoters and extension agents 21 3.81 7 3.86 19 4.68 19 4.16 152 4. 76 154 4.22 
31. Visits to village ,~ade often by 
gov~r .. ~-2111 ext':?nsion agents 20 2.70 7 l.14 19 3.16 19. 1.68 155 4.38 153 1. 41 
35. Brotherly love towards each other 
dF.monstrated by villagers 21 4. 33 7 2.86 19 4.47 19 3.37 155 4.78 149 2.99 
37. wise expenditure and use of available 
r;ioney and resour~es made by vll lagers 20 4.20 7 3.29 19 4.84 19 3.05 154 4.66 150 2. 31 
\.i~ IGHTED OR GRAND MEAN 3. 96 3.13 4.43 3.22 4,63 2. 71 
Qi = these numllers represent the question number as found on the questionnaire (See Appendix A). 
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category below extremely importa_nt.(3.96). The range of means for the 
Administrative/Developmental importance goals was from one category 
below extremely important (4.41) to two categories below extremely 
important (3.29). The highest perceived importance 
Administrative/Developmental goal was "qualified village promoters or 
extension agents selected" (4.41) and the lowest was "visits to village 
made often by government extension agents" (2. 70). Except for the mean 
score for "visits to village made often by government extension agents" 
( 2. 70) the importance mean scores were evenly distributed. The U.S. 
Administrative Level 's mean perception scores of the villages' 
achievement of Administrative/ Developmental goals range from one 
category below almost completely achieved (4.14) to four categories 
below almost completely achieved (1.14). The grand mean for all 
achieved Administrative/Developmental goals was two categories below 
almost completely achieved (3.13). The highest perceived_ achievement 
mean score was for 11qualified village leaders selected" (4.14) and the 
lowest mean score was for 11 visits to village made often by government 
extension agents" (1.14). Except for the achieved mean scores for 
11 visits to village made often by government extension agents" (1.14), 
11 off-season, off-farm employment available 11 (1.43) and 11cooperation 
developed between village and goverment 11 (1.86) the mean scores were 
evenly distributed. It should be noted that the number of responses (N) 
for the importance goals is more than· t_wice the responses (N) for 
achievement goals. From the comments made on the questionnaires it was 
apparent that the CRWRC board members did not have the needed 
information to answer the achievement questions and therefore did not 
feel qualified to answer them. Also, in question 7, 19 and 21 the 
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achievement mean scores were higher than the importance mean scores 
leading one to believe that the board member scores, or lack of them, 
are influencing the scores disproportionately. 
The Middle Management Level 's grand mean for importance for the 
Adm in is tr a ti v e/ Development a 1 goals was one category below .extremely 
important (4.43). The range of means for importance was from extremely 
important (4.89) to two categories below extremely important (3.16). 
This group perceived "interest and enthusiasm exhibited by promoters and 
e·x tension agents 11 ( 4. 89) as the highest importance category and "vis its 
to vi 11 age made often by government extension agents" (3.16) as the 
1 owes t. Except for the mean score for "vi sits to vi 11 age made often by 
government extension agents" (3.16) the importance mean scores were 
evenly distributed. In the- area of Administrative/Developmental goal 
achievement, the grand mean for the Middle Management Level was two 
categories below almost completely achieved (3.22). The individual mean 
achievement goal scores for Administrative/Developmental ranged from one 
category below almost completely achieved (4.16) to three categories 
below almost completely achieved (l.68). The highest perceived achieved 
Administrative/Developmental goal was "visits to village made often by 
CEDEN promoters and extension agents" (4.16) and the lowest perceived 
achieved Administrative/Developmental goal was "visits to village made 
often by government extension agents" (1.68). Except for the achieved 
mean scores for "visits to village made often by government extension 
agents 11 ( 1. 68) and "off-season, off-farm employment avai lable 11 (1. 74) 
the achieved mean scores are evenly distributed. 
The Vi J 1 age Level 's grand mean for importance for Administrative/ 
Developmental goals was in the top category of extremely important 
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( 4. 63 ). The range of Administrative/Developmental importance goal means 
was from extremely important ( 4. 78) to one category below extremely 
important ( 4. 22). The highest perceived Administrative/Developmental 
importance goal was "brotherly love towards each other demonstrated by 
villagers" (4.78) and the lowest perceived Administrative/Developmental 
importance goal was "off-season, ·off-farm employment available" (4.22). 
The mean scores for importance were evenly distributed. The Village 
Level grand mean for achievement for Administrative/Developmental goals 
was two categories below almost completely achieved (2.71}. The range 
of the mean scores was from one category below almost completely 
achieved (4. 22) to four categ·ories below almost completely achieved 
(1.03). The highest perceived Administrative/Developmental achieved 
goal was "visits to village made often by CEDEN promoters and extension 
agents 11 ( 4. 22) and the lowest achieved goal was "off-season, off-farm 
employment available" (l.03). The achieved mean scores were widely 
distributed with three rather extreme scores at the top and three at the 
bottom. The three top extreme scores were "visits to village made often 
by CEDEN promoters and extension agents" (4.22), "cooperation developed 
between village and CEDEN 11 (3.75) and "interest and enthusiasm exhibited 
by promoters and extension agents" (3.53). The three extreme bottom 
mean scores were "off-season, off-farm employment available" (1.03), 
"visit to village made often by government extension agents" (l.41) and 
"cooperation developed between village and government" (1.71). 
Comparing the grand means among the three levels in the development 
chain showed that the development levels are nearly in total agreement. 
All of the development levels perceived achievement of the 
Administrative/Development goals as being two categories below almost 
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completely achieved. The U.S. Administrative Level and Middle 
Management Level perceived the importance of the Administrative/ 
Developmental goals as one category below extremely important whereas 
the village level perceived these goals as extremely important. 
Responses to Questions Pertaining to Village 
Improvement 
The number of responses and mean scores of perceptions expressing 
relative village improvement for selected development items by the three 
levels in the development chain are reported in Table XII. The U.S. 
Administrative Level grand mean of perceived village improvement was in 
the top category of improved (2.84). All of the perceived individual 
mean improvement scores were in the improved category. The highest 
perceived mean score was tied among three categories; 11 agriculture 11 , 
11 heal th II and 11 standard of living 11 (3.00) and the lowest mean score was 
for 11 primary education 11 (2.50). 
As with the preceeding tables it should be noted that the number of 
responses by the U.S. Administrative Level is considerably lower than 
the other two levels in the development chain. From the comments made 
on the questionnaires completed by the CRWRC Board of Directors it was 
apparent they did not have the needed information to complete this 
section. 
The Middle Management Level 's grand mean of perceived village 
improvement was in the top category of improved (2.94). All of the 
perceived individual mean improvement scores were in the improved 
category. The highest perceived mean score was tied among two 
categories; 11 agriculture 11 and 11 standard of living 11 (3.00) and the lowest 
TABLE XII 
PERCEPTIONS BY 11-lREE LEVELS I~ THE DEVELOPMENT CHAIN AS INDICATED BY MEAN SCORES 
EXPRESSING RELATIVE VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT FOR SELECTED DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES 
u. s. Adminstrative Level Middle Management Level V n l age Level 
Categories 
N Mean N Mean N Mean 
Agriculture 12 3.00 18 3.00 148 2. 77 
Health 12 3.00 18 2. 94 H8 2.80 
Primary Education 10 2.50 17 2.82 146 2.81 
Village Cooperation 11 2. 64 19 2. 95 148 2. 81 
Adult Education 11 2. 82 . 18 2. 94 . 148 2.80 
Standard of Living 12 3.00 18 3.00 148 2.65 
WEIGHTED OR GRAND MEAN 2.84 2.94 2. 77 
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mean score was for 11 primary educ a ti on 11 ( 2. 82). 
·The Village Level •s grand mean of perceived village improvement was 
in the top category of improved (2.77). All of the perceived individual 
mean improvement scores we,re in the improved category. The highest 
perceived mean score was tied among two categories; "primary education" 
( 2. 81) and 11 vi 11 age cooperation" (2.81) and the lowest mean score was 
for "standard of living" (2.65). 
The grand means for all three levels of the development chain fell 
within the limits of improved. The Middle Management Level rated the 
total vi 11 age improvement as the highest (2.94) followed by the U.S. 
Administrative Level (2.84) with the Village Level rating the overall 
improveme_nt slightly lower but still within the set limits of improved 
( 2. 77). 
Major Problems Confronting Villages 
Each level in the development chain was asked to list three major 
problems they felt were confronting the villages in Honduras. The 
answers to this question were grouped into the four general categories 
of the study: Agriculture, Health, Education, and Administrative/ 
Developmental. Each of these categories was further subdivided to 
accommodate the individual responses. Table XIII, XIV, XV and XVI 
re.port the responses in numbers and percentages by development level and 
category. 
Table XI I I reports the number of responses ( N) and percentages ( %) 
of identified Agricultural problems confronting the villages in Honduras 
as seen by the three levels in the development chain. The U.S. 
Administrative Level viewed the Agricultural _problems as falling mainly 
Agriculture 
Problem 
Categories 
L anti 
Production (disease, 
insects, yields, 
irrigation) 
Lack of Agricultural 
Cooperatives 
Cliillate (flooding, 
drought) 
Credit 
Marketing 
Transportation 
TOTAL 
u. s. 
TABLE XIII 
MAJOR AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS CONFRONTING VILLAGES 
AS IDENTIFIED BY DEVELOPMENT LEVELS 
Administrative Middle Management Village Level 
Level Level 
Frequency Frequency Frequency 
Distribution Distribution Distribution 
N % N % N % 
2 28.57 9 64. 30 67 42. 40 
3 42. 86 1 7.14 23 14.56 
1 7.14 
1 7.14 26 16.46 
2 1. 27 
2 28.57 1 7.14 5 3.16 
1 7.14 35 22.15 
7 100. 00 14 100. 00 35 100. 00 
Total 
N % 
78 43.58 
27 15.08 
1 .56 
27 15.08 
2 1.12 
8 4.47 
36 20.11 
179 100. 00 
~ 
'-I 
Health 
Problem 
Categories 
Sanitation (potable 
water, latrines) 
Food or nutrition 
(lack of or poor food) 
Health (disease, 
sickness) 
Hea 1th center. (services 
medicine, care) 
Poor housing and living 
conditions 
TOTAL 
u. s. 
TABLE XIV 
MAJOR HEALTH PROBLEMS CONFRONTING VILLAGES 
AS IDENTIFIED BY DEVELOPMENT LEVELS 
Administrative Middle Management 
Level Level 
Frequency · Frequency 
Distribution Distribution 
N % N % 
1 33. 33 
1 33.33 1 7.69 
4 30. 77 
1 33. 33 4 30. 77 
4 30. 77 
3 99.99 13 100.00 
Village Level 
Frequency 
Distribution 
N % 
37 28. 24 
26 19. 85 
27 20. 61 
25 19.09 
16 12. 21 
131 100.00 
Total 
N % 
38 25. 85 
28 19.05 
31 21.09 
30 20.41 
20 13. 60 
147 100. 00 
....... 
00 
Education 
Prob 1 em 
Categories 
Lack of adequate 
schools or teachers 
Illiteracy 
Lack of techn i ca 1 
ski 11 s 
Lack of education, 
lack of knowlegde 
Lack of training for 
village 1 eve 1 1>1orkers 
Lack of organ.izational 
and planning skills 
TOTAL 
u. s. 
TABLE XV 
MAJOR EDUCATION PROBLEMS CONFRONTING VILLAGES 
AS IDENTIFIED BY DEVELOPMENT LEVELS 
Administrative Middle Management 
Level Level 
Frequency Frequency 
Distribution Distribution 
N % N % 
2 28.58 1 7.14 
1 14.28 2 14. 29 
2 28.58 7 50.00 
1 14. 28 
1 14. 28 4 28.57 
7 100.00 14 100.00 
Village Level Total 
Frequency 
Distribution 
N % N % 
33 66. 66 33 46.48 
7 14.00 10 14.08 
3 4. 28 
10 20.00 19 26. 76 
1 1.14 
5 7.04 
50 100.00 71 100.00 
....., 
I.O 
TABLE XVI 
MAJOR ADMINISTRATIVE/DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS CONFRONTING 
VILLAGES AS IDENTIFIED BY DEVELOPMENT LEVELS 
u. s. Administrative Middle Management Village Level 
Level Level 
Administrative/ 
Developmental Frequency Frequency Frequency 
Problem Distribution Distribution Distribution 
Categories N % N % N % 
Land - non agricultural 5 6.49 
civil and political 
( lack of government support) 2 20.00 1 10.00 1 1. 30 
Traditional village 
practices (lack of coopera-
tion, crnrununication, villa-
ger participation and 
interest in c:fevelopment) 5 50.00 5 50.00 14 18. l8 
Lack of church, evangelism 
or brotherly love 3 30.00 1 1. 30 
Lack of community center 
or electricity 29 37'. 66 
Lack of economic resources 4 40.00 27 35.07 
TOTAL JO 100. 00 10 100.00 77 100. 00 
Total 
N % 
5 5.16 
4 4.12 
24 24.74 
4 4.12 
29 29. 90 
31 31. 96 
97 100. 00 
00 
6 
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into three areas (1) production problems (42.86%), (2) land problems 
(28.57%) and (3) marketing problems (28.57%). 
The Middle Managment Level reported the major Agricultural problem 
as "land problems" (64.30%). Five other areas were mentioned but had 
only one response each. These were: (1) production problems (7.14%), 
(2) lack of agricultural cooperatives (7.14%), (3) climate problems 
(7.14%), (4) marketing problems (7.14%), and (5) transportation problems 
(7.14%). 
The Village Level reported the major village Agricultural problem 
dealt with "land problems" (42.40%). ·The other problems were: (1) 
transportation problems (22.15%), (2) climate problems (16.46%), (3) 
production problems (14.56%), (4) marketing problems (3.16%) and (5) 
credit problems (1.27%). 
When the Agricultural problems identified by the three levels are 
combined, "land problems" (43.58%) was the leading problem. The other 
problems were: (1) transportation (20.11%), (2) production problems 
(15.08%), (3) climate problems (15.08%), (4) marketing problems (4.47%), 
(5) credit problems (l.12%) and (6) lack of agricultural cooperatives 
(.56%). As noted before, the number of responses by the U.S. 
Administrative Level is low due to the lack of knowledge on the subject. 
Table XIV reports the responses (N) and the percentages of Health 
problems confronting the vi 11 ages in Honduras as seen by the three 
levels in the development chain. The U.S. Administrative Level reported 
the Heal th problems as falling into three categories. These categories 
were: (1) sanitation problems (33.33%), (2) food or nutrition problems 
(33.33%), and (3) lack of health services (33.33%). 
The Middle Management Level reported the Health problems as falling 
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into four categories but with three of the categories having four 
responses each and one category having only one response. The four 
problem categories were: (1) health problems (30.77%), (2) lack of 
health services (30.77%), (3) poor housing and living conditions 
(30.77%), and (4) food or- nutrition problems (7.69). 
The Vi 11 age Level reported the major Health problems rather evenly 
distributed over five categories. These five Health categories were: 
(1) sanitation problems (28.24%), (2) health problems (20.01%), (3) food 
or nutrition problems (19.85%), (4) lack of health services (19.09%) and 
(5) poor housing and living conditions (12.21%). 
When the Health problems identified by the three levels in the 
development chain are combined they are rather evenly distributed over 
five categories. These five health categories are: (1) sanitation 
problems (25.85%), (2) hea:lth problems (21.09%), (3) lack of health 
services (20.41%), (4) food or nutrition problems (19.05), and poor 
housing and living conditions (13.60%). 
Table XV reports the responses (N) and percentages of identified 
Education problems confronting the villages in Honduras as seen by the 
three levels in the development chain. The U.S. Administrative Level 
reported the major Educational problems confronting the villages as 
falling into five categories. The responses were rather evenly 
distributed among these five categories. The identified Educational 
problem areas were as fol lows: (1) illiteracy (28.58%), (2) lack of 
education (28.58%), (3) lack of technical skills (14.28%), (4) lack of 
training for village level workers (14.28%), and (5) lack of 
organizational and planning skills (14.28%). 
The Middle Management Level reported the major Education problem 
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confronting the vi 11 age was "lack of education" (50.00%). The other 
categories reported were: (1) lack of organizational and planning 
skills (28.57%), (2) lack of technical skills ·(14.29%), and (3) 
illiteracy (7.14%). 
The Village Level reported their major problem dealth with "lack of 
adequate schools" (66.00%). The other problems were: (1) lack of 
education (20.00%), and (2) illiteracy (14.00%). 
When the Education problems identified by the three levels in the 
development chain are combined, "lack of adequate schools" (46.48%) was 
the leading educational problem. The other Education problems were: 
(1) lack of education (26.76%), (2) illiteracy (14.08%), (3) lack of 
organizational and planning skills (7.04%), (4) lack of tec;hnical skills 
(4.23%), and (5) lack of training for village_ level workers (1.41%). 
Table XVI reports the number of responses (N) and the percentages 
( %) of the identified Administrative/Developmental problems confronting 
the vi 11 ages in Honduras as seen by the three levels in the development 
chain. The U.S. Administrative Level reported the major Administrative/ 
Developmental problems confronting the villages as falling into three 
categories. These categories were: (1) traditional village practices 
(50.00%), (2) lack of church, evangelism or brotherly love (30.00%), and 
(3) civil and political problems (20.00%). 
The Middle Management Level reported the major Administrative/ 
Developmental problems confronting the villages as falling into three 
categories. The categories were: (1) traditional village practices 
(50.00%), (2) lack of economic resources (40.00%), and (3) civil or 
political problems (10.00%). 
The Village Level repor~ed their major Administrative/Developmental 
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problems as "a lack of a community center or electricity" (37.66%) and 
"lack of economic resources" (35.07%). Other p_roblems were: (1) 
traditional village practices (18.18%), (2) nonagricultural land 
problems (6.49%), (3) civil or political problems (1.30%), and lack of 
church, evangelism or brotherly love (1.30%). 
When the Administrative/Developmental problems identified by the 
three levels in the development chain are combined, three major 
categories were evident. These categories were: (1) lack of economic 
resources ( 31. 96%), · ( 2) lack of a community center or electricity 
(29.90%), and (3) traditional village practices (24.74%). 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sunmary 
The intent of this chapter was to present summaries of the 
following topics: rationale for the study, purpose of the study, 
objectives of the study, design of the study, and the major findings of 
the study. A thorough inspection and analysis of the above topics was 
made, and then appropria~e conclusions and recommendations were 
presented. 
Rationale for the Study 
Third World village development requires that all of the personnel 
engaged in this effort share similar objectives and that each level, be 
it the financing agency, village development groups or the villagers 
th ems elves, communicate and work together to reach these common goals. 
There is evidence that these different levels in the development chain 
are not always in agreement concerning the village development process. 
This study was concerned with this problem. 
Purpose of the Study 
The primary purpose of this study was to ascertain perceptions 
relative to village development goals, concepts and programs as held by 
individuals categorized into three levels in the development chain as it 
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is presently operating in Honduras. 
Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of the study were: 
1. To determine the differences in the perceptual assessment made 
by individuals comprising each of the three levels of the development· 
chain with regard to the relative importance of selected items 
pertaining to the process of village development. 
2. To determine differences in the perceptual assessment made by 
individuals comprising each of the three levels of the development chain 
as to the extent to which selected items in village development have 
been accomplished. 
3. To compare the perceptual assessment made by individuals 
comprising each of the three levels of the development chain with regard 
to the relative importance and relative achievement of selected items 
pertaining to the process of village development. 
Design of the Study 
Fol lowing a review of literature, procedures were established to 
satisfy the purpose and objectives of this study. The population of 
this study included respondents from the three levels in the development 
chain. The population for level one included the following: (1) four 
U.S. CRWRC Board of Director members who were in the executive committee 
and directly involved in foreign programs, (2) six U.S. CRWRC Board of 
Director members who were on the executive committee but were not 
directly involved in foreign programs, (3) three U.S. CRWRC Board of 
Director members who were not on the executive committee, (4) seven U.S. 
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CRWRC administrative staff who were directly associated with foreign 
programs, and (5) two U.S. CRWRC administrative staff who were not 
directly associated with foreign programs. The population for level two 
included the following: (1) five National Honduran CEDEN Board of 
Di rector members, ( 2) ten National Honduran CEDEN administrative and 
supervisory staff, and (3) four CRWRC North American technical 
missionaries. The population for level three included the following: 
(1) eleven CEDEN village level promoters, (2) forty-three trained 
technical village leaders, and (3) one hundred and two stratified 
randomly selected village heads of households from seventeen villages in 
Honduras. An attempt was made to gather a completed population for all 
groups except for the villagers where a twenty-five percent stratified 
random sample of heads of households from each village was attempted. 
The U.S •. Administrative Level (level one) had a total of twenty-two 
respondents or 40.00 percent of the total. The Middle Management Level 
(level two) had a total of nineteen respondents which represented 90.00 
percent of the total. The Village Level (level three) had one hundred 
fifty-six respondents which was 36.00 percent of the total. The total 
number of respondents was one hundred ninety-seven. See Table XVII. 
The data collected for this study was collected using a question-
naire. All of the respondents completed the questionnaire individually 
except for the vi 11 age leaders and selected villagers who were each 
interviewed by CEDEN promoters who, in turn, filled out· the 
questionniares for the villagers. The first four items on the 
questionnaire were of demographic nature. They asked for the person•s 
name, community, occupation and number of years associated with 
CRWRC/CEDEN. The next forty-four questions were asked to determine the 
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perceptions· of the three different levels in the development chain on 
importance and -achievement of selected Agricultural, Health, Education 
and Administrative/Developmental village goals. Question number 
forty-five dealt with each respondent's opinion concerning whether or 
not selected village items had improved during the last five years. The 
last question was an open ended question asking for the respondent's 
opinion concerning major problems confronting the villages under study. 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMATION: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 
Number of Percent 
Development Level Total Respondents Response 
U.S. Administrative Level 55 22 40.00 
Middle Managment Level 21 19 90.00 
Vi 11 age Level 431 156 36. 00 
TOTAL 507 197 39.00 
The survey was conducted from May 1983 through November 1983. The 
data was keypunched on IBM cards and a SAS program was used in 
calculating the frequency distributions (numbers and percentages). 
Major Findings of the Study 
The major findings of this study were divided into five sections. 
They were as follows: 
1. Relative Importance of Village Development Categories. 
2. Relative Achievement of Village Development Categories. 
3. Comparisons of Relative Importance and Achievement. 
4. Relative Village Improvement. 
5. Major Problems Confronting Villages. 
Relative Importance of Village Development 
Categories 
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The overall weighted mean scores by development level expressing 
both perceived importance and perceived achievement for the four 
selected categories of village development are graphically shown in 
Figure 1. As can be observed through examination of data shown in 
Figure 1, mean icores expressing perceived levels of importance for each 
of the selected village development categories follows a general 
pattern. The development chain level that consistantly had the highest 
perceived mean scores for importance was expressed by respondents at the 
Village Level. The development level consistantly having the lowest 
perceived mean scores for importance was the U.S. Administrative Level. 
Mean scores as expressed by respondents at the Middle Management Level 
consistently fell in between those of the Village Level and the U.S. 
Administrative Level. The difference between the mean scores expressing 
perceptions of the importance within each of the village development 
categories for, (1) the Village Level as contrasted with (2) the U.S. 
Administrative Level, ranged from 0.70 to 0.67. This was not considered 
to be a difference large enough to be recognized as a notable 
difference. In analyzing the data for importance presented in 
Importance = m 
Achievement = ~ 5 
I= U.S. Administrative Level 
II= Middle Management Level 
III = Village Level. 
4 
3 
2 
1 
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Development Categories: Agriculture Health Education Administrative/ Summary 
Developmental 
Figure 1. Summary of Mean Responses of Importance and Achievement Levels for Selected _Development Catego-
ries as Perceived by the Tri-level Development Chain 
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Figure 1, it must be pointed· out that for this study a mean score 
difference of 2.00 or more, or a mean score below 2.50 for any item or 
category indicates a notable difference in the· particular item or 
category. 
All three levels in the development chain indicated that they felt 
items pertafoing to Education were the most important, Health items were 
the second most important, Admi ni strati ve/Deve 1 opmenta 1 items were the 
third most important and Agricultural items were the least important 
among the four village development categories. However, the differences 
in the mean scores for importance among the four development categories 
were not sufficient to be considered as notable. Therefore, it would 
appear evident that respondents in each of the levels of the development 
chain did not consider any single village development category as being 
more important than others. 
Relative Achievement of Village Development 
Categories 
Figure 1 graphically pre sen.ts the overall weighted mean scores 
expressing both perceived importance and perceived achievement by 
development chain level for the four selected categories of village 
development. Concerning achievement, it is clear from Figure 1 that the 
development level consistently perceiving achievement as the highest was 
the Middle Management Level, second highest was the U.S. Administrative 
Level and the lowest was the Village Level. The differences between the 
mean scores expressing perception of achievement within each of the 
vi 11 age development categories for (1) the Middle Management Level and 
(2) the Village Level, ranged from 0.78 to 0.51. Again, this difference 
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was not large enough to be considered a notable difference. 
A 11 three levels in the development chain indicated that they felt 
items pertaining to Administrative/Developmental had been most achieved 
among the four vi 11 age development categories, with Agriculture being 
perceived as the least achieved. The Middle Management Level and 
Village Level perceived Education as the second most achieved village 
development category with the U.S. Administrative Level perceiving 
Health as the second most achieved village development category. The 
Middle Management Level and Village Level perceived Health as the third 
most achieved village development category with the U.S. Administrative 
Level perceiving Education as the third most achieved village 
development category. However, the differences in the mean scores for 
achievement among the four development categories were not sufficient to 
be considered as notable. Therefore, it would appear evident that 
respondents in each of the levels of the development chain did not 
consider any single village development category as being more highly 
achieved than were others. 
Comparisons Relating to Relative Importance 
and to Achievement 
When responses within each of the levels of the development chain 
are compared, both as to importance and achievement, notable differences 
are to be found in several instances. However, when applying the 
criteria set for this study, these are found to be confined exclusively 
to the Village Level. While responses for importance versus achievement 
from the Vi 11 age Level for the category Administrative/Developmental 
were not sufficiently different to be recognized as notable, those in 
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the other three ca.:tegories of Agriculture, Health and Education were. 
Therefore, it can be readily recognized that in the categories of 
Agriculture, Health and Education, the expectations of the respondents 
at the Vi 11 age Level as expressed in terms of importance have not yet 
been achieved. 
The greatest -difference in mean scores between importance and 
achievement is found in the development category of Agriculture and 
within the Village Level _respondents (2.48). Reviewing Table VIII, 
Chapter IV, it can be readily observed among the Vi 11 age Level 
respondents the only importance item that fell below extremely important 
was· "Farm cooperatives established" (4.03), this being only one category 
below extremely important. Studying the achievement mean scores for 
Agriculture as expressed by respondents at the Village Level shows eight 
out of the eleven achievement items fall below the criteria set for this 
study. These items and mean scores for achievement were as follows: 
1. Farm cooperatives established (.87). 
2. Adequate transportation available to and from markets (1.52). 
3. Adequate markets available for sale of farm commodities (1.59). 
4. Fair prices available for sale of farm commodites (1.74). 
5. _Farm land improved. (Irrigation, drainage, removal of rocks and 
stumps, erosion control, etc.) (1.77). 
6. Appropriate farm equipment locally available (1.83). 
7. Appropriate farm supplies locally available (2.24). 
8. Results from agricultural research programs available to 
farmers. (New varieties, pest control methods, etc.) (2.34). 
On 1 y three i t ems i n the deve 1 opment category of Agriculture were 
perceived by the Village Level respondents as meeting the criteria of an 
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achieved mean score of 2.50 or above. These were as follows: 
1. Adequate farm credit available (3.32). 
2. Farm credit or loans repaid (3.12). 
3. Farm land equally available to all farmers (2.55) •. 
The second largest notable difference in mean scores between 
perceived importance and perceived achievement was found at the Village 
Level in the development category of Health. A close study of Table IX, 
Chapter IV, rev ea 1 s that at the Village Level the only item to have a 
mean score below extremely important was 11 adequate recreational 
facilities available 11 (4.36) and this was only one category below 
extremely important. Reviewing the mean scores for achievement at the 
Vi 11 age Level shows that five items out of the ten items fell below the 
criteria set for this study. These five notable items and their 
achieved means scores were as follows: 
1. Adequate recreational facilities available (0.89). 
2. Health services and medicines available (1.88). 
3. Balanced diet eaten daily (1.95). 
4. Family planning education available (2.10). 
5. Sanitary facilities used at each homesite (2.33). 
The five i terns in the Health category perceived by the respondents 
of the Village Level as meeting the criteria of 2.50 or above were: 
1. Potable water available at or near each homesite (3.29). 
2. Chi 1 d ·morta 1 i ty reduced ( 3. 03). 
3. Family health improved (2.97). 
4. Family atmosphere and home environment improved (2.91). 
5. Adequate housing available to all villagers (2.58). 
The third largest notable difference in mean scores between 
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perceived importance and percei.ved achievement was found at the Village 
Level in the development category of Education. A study of Table X, 
Chapter IV, shows that the Village Level respondents perceived all 
educational items as extremely important. The Village Level had two 
perceived achieved mean scores for Education that fell below the 
established criterion level of 2.50. These two education items and 
their mean scores for achievement were: 
1. Adequate second-ary education locally available (0.18). 
2. Adequate village level training courses for youth and adults 
locally available (1.87). 
The four i terns in Education perceived by Village Level respondents 
as meeting or passing the criterion established for the study were: 
1. CEDEN promoters and extension agents adequately trained (3.89). 
2. Adequate primary education locally available (3.66). 
3. Vi 11 age development leaders adequately trained. (Agriculture, 
health, etc.) (2.85). 
Even though the difference in mean scores between perceived 
importance and perceived achievement for the Administrative/ 
Developmental category at the Village Level was not large enough to be 
considered notable by the criteria of this study, six individual items 
concerning achievement at the Village Level in Table XI, Chapter IV, 
should be mentioned since these individual items fell below this study's 
criteria and are considered notable. These six items and their achieved 
mean scores were as follows: 
1. Off-season off-farm employment available (1.03). 
2. Visits to village made·often by government extension agents 
( 1. 41). 
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3. Cooperation developed between village and government (1.71). 
4. Organized, functioning village council or planning committee 
established (2.01). 
5. Wise expenditure and- use of available money and resources made 
by villagers (2.31). 
6. Long range village plan developed (2.43). 
The surrmary of respondent means is presented in Figure 1 to give an 
overall indication of the total mean scores for the perceptions of 
responde~ts by development level for both importance and achievement of 
selected vi 11 age development categories. Surrmary of mean scores both 
for importance and for achievement can be viewed as general indicators 
of how respondents comprising the three development levels perceive. the 
over a 11 import a nee and achievement of the selected vi 11 age development 
categories.. The mean of mean scores for importance at the Vi 11 age Level 
for the four vi 11 age development categories is the highest among the 
three levels in the development chain followed by the Middle Management 
Level and finally the U.S. Administrative Level. The difference in mean 
of mean scores for importance between the Village Level and U.S. 
Administrative Level was 0.69. This difference was not large enough to 
be considered notable. The mean of mean scores for achievement for the 
four vi 11 age development categories for the Middle Management Level is 
the highest among the three levels in the development chain followed by 
the U.S. Administrative Level and the lowest perceived mean of mean 
score was at the Village Level. The difference in mean of mean scores 
for achievement between the Middle Management Level and the Village 
Level was 0.64. This difference was not great enough to be considered 
notable. 
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When the mean of mean scores within each of the levels of the 
development chain were compared, both as to importance and achievement, 
a notab·le difference was found only within the Village Level. At the 
Village Level it can be readily recognized that in overall village 
development the expectations as expressed in terms of importance have 
not yet been achieved. 
Relative Village Improvement 
The mean scores from the combined selected categories of Table XII 
by development level expressing the level of village improvement over 
the past five years are graphically presented in Figure 2. The 
development level perceiving the highest village improvement over the 
last five years was the Middle Management Level and the development 
level perceiving the least improvement was the Village Level. ·All three 
levels in the development chain had mean scores for perceived village 
improvement which fell in the category of improved. The sma 11 
difference between the mean scores for the Middle Management Level and 
the Village Level (0.17) was not considered notable. 
Major Problems Confronting Villages 
The surrmation of the problems confronting the villages as indicated 
by the three levels in the development chain is graphically presented in 
Figure 3. The U.S. Administration Level indicated they felt that 
problems in the Administrative/Developmental (37.03%) category were the 
primary ones followed by Agriculture (25.93%) and Education (25.93%) and 
with Heal th prob 1 ems (11. 11%) being mentioned the least. The Middle 
Management Level indicated they felt Agriculture (27.45%), Education 
Improved 
Stayed the-same 
Worsened 
3 
l.._~J.-.S.-"-AU.-~~~~~--&.---I-J.-'"'-~~~~~_._-..."'"-"'_._ ___ __ 
U.S. Administrative 
Level 
Middle Management 
Level 
Village 
Level 
Figure 2. ·Perceptions of Respondents Within the Tri-Level Development Chain of the Extent of 
Accomplishment in the Combined Selected Categories of Village Improvement 
ID 
co 
U.S. ADMINISTRATION LEVEL 
Total R~~pon~~~ (N)u27 
AGRICULTURE 
HEALTH AOM/OEVELOPMENl 
MIDDLE MANAGEMENT LEVEL 
Total R~sponsgs (N) 5 5l 
EDUCATION AGRICULTURE 
AO,M/DEVELOPMENT 
VILLAGE LEVEL 
Total .Rgapons~s (N)~416 
31. sr. HEALTH 
Figure 3. Summation: Major Problems Confronting Villages as Identified by the Tri-Level Development Chain 
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(27.45%), and Health (25.49%), were the primary problems with 
Administrative/Developmental problems (19.61%) being mentioned the 
least. The Village Level indicated they felt that the category of 
Agriculture (37.49%) was the- main problem which was closely followed by 
the Hea 1th category ( 31. 49%) with the Admi ni strati ve/Devel opmental 
(18.51%) and Education (12.02%) categories a distant three and four in 
ranking. 
Conclusions 
After a thorough study and analysis of the data the following 
conclusions were made: 
1. It w-as concluded that even though there were some differences 
concerning perceptions of importance, pertaining to village development 
goals, among the three development levels within the village development 
categories of Agriculture, Health, Education, and Administrative/ 
Developmental, these differences were not considered large enough to be 
notable. 
2. It was concluded that even though there were some differences 
concerning perceptions of achievement, pertaining to village development 
goals, among the three development levels within the village development 
categories of Agriculture, Health, Education and Administrative/ 
Deve 1 opmental, these differences were not considered large enough to be 
notable. 
3. Based on the findings, it was concluded that at the Village 
Level in the development chain, the difference in perceived .importance 
and perceived achievement for the selected development categories of 
Agriculture, Health, and Education were large enough to be considered 
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notable. These categ·ories were considered notable since the difference 
between the importance level and the achieved level was more than 2.00 
points. 
4. It is apparent from the findings that respondents at each of 
the three levels of the development chain perceived each of the four 
village development categories of Agriculture, Health, Education and 
Administrative/Developmental as highly important. It is therefore 
concluded that the present program with some slight modifications in 
emphasis is quite appropriate for that situation. 
5. It is evident from the findings that Village Level respondents 
consistently perceived achievement in village development categories as 
lower than did U.S. Administrative Level and Middle Management Level 
respondents. Even though there was a difference among the three 
·development levels this difference was not large enough to be considered 
notable. 
6. Even though there were some differences among respondents 
reporting for each of the three levels in the development chain 
concerning the perceptions of the level of village improvement over the 
last five years, it was concluded that these differences were not great 
enough to be considered notable. Data revealed that each of the three 
levels of the development chain had mean scores within the category of 
improved~ therefore it is further concluded that the three levels of the 
development chain perceived that the villages had improved over the last 
five years. 
7. It was concluded from the findings that a number of individual 
village development Agriculture category items were perceived by 
respondents of the Vi 11 age Level as being low in achievement. To be 
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considered low according to the criteria established for this study, it 
was necessary that the individual village goal item fall below 2.50 on 
the established scale of Oto 5. When the established criteria were 
applied to each of the individual goal items it was determined that 
eight of the eleven items must be considered as low. Those Agricultural 
items which were determined as being critically low in achievement were: 
a. Farm cooperatives established (.87). 
b. Adequate transportaion available to and from markets (1.52). 
c. Adequate markets available for sale of farm commodities (1.59). 
d. Fair prices available for sale of farm commodities (1.74) • 
. e. Farm land improved (irrigaion, drainage, removal of rocks and 
stumps, erosion control, etc.) (1.77). 
f. Appropriate farm equipment locally available (1.83). 
g. Appropriate farm iupplies locally available (2.24). 
h. Results from agricultural research programs available to 
farmers (new varieties, pest control methods, etc.) (2.34). 
8. Further, based upon the findings of the study it was concluded 
that a number of individual village development Health category items 
were perceived by respondents of the Village Level as being low in 
achievement. As previously pointed out, for this study, for a score to 
be considered critically low it was necessary that the individual 
vi 11 age development item fall below 2.50 on the established scale of O 
to 5. Five of the ten items were considered critically low. Those 
Health achievement items considered critically low were: 
a. Adequate recreational facilities available (.89). 
b. Health services and medicine available (1.88). 
c. Balanced diet eaten daily (1.95). 
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d. Family planning education available (2.10). 
e. Sanitary facilities used at each homesite (2.33). 
9. It was concluded from this study that a number of individual 
village development Education category items were perceived by 
respondent~ of the Village Level as being critically low in achievement~ 
To be considered low in achievement for this study, it was necessary 
tha~ the individual village development item fall below 2.50 on the 
established scale of O to 5. Two of the six Educational achievement 
items were considered critically low. The two items were: 
a. Adequate secondary education locally available (.18). 
b. Adequate vi 11 age level training courses for youth and adults 
localy available (1.87). 
10. Based upon the· findings of the study it was concluded that a 
number of individual vi 11 age development Admi ni strati ve/Deve l opmenta l 
category items were perceived by respondents of the Village Level as 
being critically low in achievement. To be considered critically low in 
achievement for this study it was necessary that the individual village 
development item fall below 2.50 on the established scale of Oto 5. 
Six of the seventeen Administrative/Developmental items were considered 
critically low in achievement. Those Administrative/Developmental items 
determined as critically low were: 
a. Off-season off-farm employment available (1.03). 
b. Visits to -vi 11 age made of ten by government extension agents 
( 1. 41). 
c. Cooperation developed between village and government (1.71). 
d. Organized, functioning village council or planning committee 
established (2.01). 
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e. Wise expenditure and use of available money and resources made 
by villagers (2.31). 
f. Long range village plan developed (2.43). 
11. It was concluded from the study that the respondents from the 
Vi 11 age Level felt their major problems were largely to be found in the 
categories of Agriculture and Health. This conclusion was based upon 
the findings that 37. 98 percent of the problems indicated were of an 
agricultural nature while in addition, 31.49 percent of the problems 
indicated were in the area of health. 
12. It was cone 1 uded from the study that the majority of the 
members of the CRWRC Board of Directors did not feel qualified to answer 
those portions of the questionnaire that dealt more specifically with 
(1) goal achievement, (2) village improvement, and (3) major problems 
with which villagers might be confronted. This feeling of inadequacy to 
answer these specific questions was verified by (1) the low response to 
the questions concerning goal achievement, village improvements and the 
problems confronting the villagers, (2) the low return of the 
questionnaires from this group, and (3) the many succinct comments 
written in on the questionnaires. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the conclusions drawn from the analysis and 
interpretation of the data, the following recommendations were made: 
1. In view of the overwhelming evidence of agreement among the 
three levels in the development chain concerning their perceptions of 
the importance and achievement of the selected village development 
. . 
categories it is recommended that the present channels of communications 
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and cooperation between the three levels in the development chain be 
continued and nurtured. 
2. In view of the finding that the respondents from each of the 
three levels of the development chain perceived the selected_ village 
development goals as highly important to· the accomplishment of further 
village development, it is recommended that these selected village 
development goals receive continuing emphasis and support. Agriculture, 
in particular, should receive strong emphasis due to the fact that 
respondents at the Village Level perceived a slightly greater spread 
between importance and achievement than they did for the other 
development categories. 
3. It was apparent in the findings that most members of the CRWRC 
Board of Directors lacked sufficient information or understanding of the 
situation in Honduras to be able to intelligently answer the degree of 
achievement of the· many developmental programs or concepts that are 
being attempted there. The Board members were also unable to tell if 
the village situations had improved or worsened over the past five years 
and were unable to identify the major problems confronting the villages 
in Honduras. Therefore, it is recommended that some mechanism be set up 
by CRWRC to better inform the Board members of the many facets of 
village development and their accomplishment at the country or regional 
level. It is also recommended that the Board members be aware of 
improvements made in the villages and the problems confronting villagers 
in their quest for development. 
4. Furthermore, a careful examination and analysis- of the 
responses given by the respondents, particularly at the Village Level 
rev ea 1 s that attention must be given to some particular items. Actions 
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to improve the attainment within thes~ areas must rest upon CEDEN, CRWRC 
and the villagers. Those areas needing special attention for 
improvement are: 
a. Improve farm lands by removing rocks, stones, soil 
conservation, irrigation, etc. 
b. Make more agricultural research information available to the 
farmers. 
c. Improve recreational facilities in the villages. 
d • I m p r o v e t r a i n i n g f o r v i l l a g e l e a d e r s i n h e a l t h t o he l p 
villagers with nutritional problems and family planning. 
e. Provide more assistance in the area of sanitary facilities. 
f. Provide more village level training in areas deemed necessary 
by the vi 11 age. 
g. Provide assistance to the villages in organizing village 
development committees and in developing long-range village development 
plans. 
h. Assist the farmers in developing farm cooperatives so as to 
attempt to improve the areas of transportation of goods to and from the 
farm, sale of farm products, and availability of farm equipment and 
supplies. 
i. Assist the villagers wherever possible in reaching their goal 
of having secondary education locally available. 
j. Assist farmers in securing off-farm employment or help the 
farmers to become fulltime year-round farmers. 
k. Make visits to the local and regional government extension and 
research offices to encourage more interaction between the government 
and villagers. 
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5. It was concluded from the study that the farmers perceive that 
their major problems are in the agricultural and health areas. It is 
recommended that since the villagers view education as extremely 
important that improvements in agriculture and health should proceed 
through an educational extension program. 
6. Since this study contains information gathered from seventeen 
villages from two v'ery different regions of Honduras, it is recommended 
that a further study be completed as soon as possible to identify by all 
Honduran regions and villages the major areas of need. 
Finally, as the findings of the study have been collated, analyzed 
and reviewed there is no escaping the fact that citizens of villages in 
Honduras are receptive, eager and quite able to recognize their needs. 
Also they appear equally willing to participate in planning, 
implementing and carrying to completion programs which will improve the 
quality of life in their respective villages. Therefore, the current 
village development program with slight modifications as indicated in 
this study should be carried on in order to continue to help improve the 
quality of life of the villagers cooperating with CEDEN. 
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Fann #1 - Villagers and Village Leaders (Village Level) 
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I 41. L!d12res de desarrollo C.JfflUil.J.l ::>ien ~nc renac,Js. (~n I ! : I I I i .,~ricultur.:i \' ':-i,'llud c.CC.) I I I 
I I : ~z. f.C:~CJ.(:i6n secuna.J.ri.:i .J.de~u.1drt ., diso0nib.i.e loc.:11.rncnce. I i I I I r 
I I ! .:. j. Sabt!::- Leer v t:!SC'r:..bir. I I : I I 
I I I I 
j 
I I 44. Disponi~ilidad de curses de .antranamienco adecuados I I I I oara. 10venes v adultos local~ence. I 
ha empeorado?. I 
a) agriculcura:~---------------------------------------------------------+--------------~ 
b) salud:__,......,......,......,......,.~~.....,......,......,......,......,......,......,.~.....,......,......,......,......,......,.~...._.....,......,......,......,.~.....,......,.-+.....,......,......,......,......,.~~-' 
c) educaci6n prim3ria:~----------------..... --------------~----------------+-------------.....,.-, 
d) c<>operacion: e  educaciOn de.....,.a_d_u~l-t_o_s_: __ .....,. ______________________ .....,. __ .....,..,........,. __________ .....,......,......,. __ .....,. ______ .....,......,.~ 
45. En los ultimas anos en su comunidad: ha mejorado? esca lo ati.smo? 
f) nivel de vida:~ __ .....,. __ .....,......,......,. __________________ .....,. ____ --' ________ .....,......,......,......,....._ ____ .....,. __ .....,. ____ _.. 
46 • .,:. Cu.ilt!.s son los 3 p:-obll.!:;ias mayor12s que tiene actual:uenti::: !a (:Omunid.:id~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Form #2 - Promoters (Village Level) 
(l) 
~ Qu; illq,orc3llc1a 
ciene· oar:r. el 
desarrollo •n la 
C:OD&aidad? 
j l '· : .=t ~ 11 
<JI ! • ..i :, ' ~; 
.... ~ ... 
~1-+-!---_ .. ,.. :::11! gi 
~if ., a 
ui .... , .~ ... 
O i l 2 
I I 
i I 
I I I 
I ! 
I 
!f0111bre1 ______________________ _ 
Ocupacion y 11spwcialidad: ______________ __ 
Cwincaa, C:Ollllaidades HCaD bajo su supervision? _____ _ 
Anos crabajando con CEJ)!N: ____________ _ 
Forma #2: Promocor 
Por favor indique: (1) En la columna de la 1:qui.erda, 
!Qu• imporcanc:ia da Ud. a. las 111ecas siguienc•• para el 
desarrollo de la co1111111idad en Honduras? (2) En la colwaa.a 
de la derecha, .:.Hasca donde piensa Ud. que laa 111ecas 
siguiencas se nan logrado en las comunidades bajo su 
sup•rvtsion? 
L. Disponibilidad de Cierra culcivable i&ualmence a codosl 
los r,roduccores. i 
2. Parcicipacion cocal da lo• nabicancas an la 
olanificacion -ill l'3S Dl'OVl!CCOS dd la COfflUn.iJ.,d. 
3. Eauioo a~r{cola aoroortadu v diseonible localm~nce • 
... D11sart"ollar nl.inl!5 , lar,,o ,ol,1zo Mra la comunidAd. 
5. Sel11ccionar proroocor11s y ag11nca11 de axc11nsion 
calific:idos. 
7. Salaccionnr U:Jeru co:nun.&les ca.li.ficados. 
a. Pa2ar crldicos o ore11ca:nos acricolas. 
9. Allplio progrll.ll4 de dasarrollo de la comunidad ~n 
funcioaaaianco. incluyand~ codas i... areas que lo• 
nabicances ,iensan au• l!ll-,s n11c•sitan. 
10. Marcados disponibl11s-y aclwcuados para vander Los 
oroduccos de la finca. 
ll. Conc•jo a comic11 da_planificacion organi:ado. 
l!Stablecido v funcionando. 
L2. 
13. 
1:.. 
Pre~ios r3zon3Dle~ ~ara Los ~roduc~os d• la finca. 
Evaluacion d• Los proyeccos J• desarroll~ de la 
comunidad canto oor dl C:DE!f c"mo oar sus n~bicances. 
transporca disponible y adecuado de la finca al 
marcado v de e~ce a la finca. 
. ' 
15. Obj~civos madibles escableci~o• y acordados encra Los I 
habicances o c:i...,esino• y CEDEN con.un dftC.,..dilllienco 
claro de las re~oonsabilidades de cada uno. i 
16. Rasultados disponibl•• de Los progr....as de 
invesci2acion 02r1cola. 
I 17. CoooeraciOn •:ncre L..1 .:o:nunirJ11d •, ~.l 5c~i.iirno. I 
18. Establ~cr:r ·:~nner.lci.vas .,!l.ricol.ls. 
19. C.::ioaernciUn c::ncre la i;.lmun.if.!.:td ·, CEDE:-r. I 
(2) 
.! Cwinco ~.. lta, 
logrado dft· la11 
c:01111111id.&de11 bajo 
SU SUpotrvision? 
O l i2 ;3 4 i S 
I 
E.im.i.t?o disnnniblt.! fm.?r:i Ja ci.Jsech~"I v :uf!r., de !..'1,__t""i;.;n::.;c;;.;.,.1.,.. ________ ..., 
Part1~ipacl6n cocal ~u los nabit~nc~s ~n l• ~J~Cuci~n I' 
I de las orovectos de la comuni~ad. 
22. A2ua ooc.lbl., ~isi,onible en ·a cer-:::i del ho2ar. 
I I 23. Mejoramienco d~ la Cierra para ~~lcivar. (riego, 1 i dren3jes, movimi~nco tle ~oc~s r ~~cn~on~s. conc:ol de ~ I 
I I l., er~siiin.) I I 
i 
I 
I I ! I, I 24. Cisponibilidad 'f uso de facilidaoes sanicarias en j : I, 1! _____ 1_._ __ ;-__ l....,,,,..-:;~~a~d~a:...::h~o;;r.::2,a~r~·..,..-,~~-~--,--..,..~-..,.,,-~..,.,..,..--,---,--~..;..--~----+----~ 
• : 25. Insur:cs d.t!r'!.:ol..ls ,1orcor:":..J.:ia:-1 "di.:;r.-onibl~s l~c:tlmanccH, 1 
I :!b. ~tt:!ior.:itiii::nc\J Jc L.1 ..;,1i.L!ti t:1,-:'ii.l.i.,r. ! 1 1 
I 27. Dea:oscr:ir inceri::s y ~ncus i.ast:io pol" parte d1t l.us 1,. rit'om..>torc~ ., .,cenct~"t Jt" ~=·:t.ensi;1n. i 
I : 
29. Vlsit.1.s tie li,s ~rnmocores :it.! 't:EDC~ Crecul!ncemcnt.&?. ' ' 
11.5 
Form #2 (Continued) 
I 
I 
i 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
(l) I m 
I ~Qw impcn:tu.:ia ~ Cu.into ,111 Ila ci•u p.u:a. <el lu15rado 11n las 
d••anollo •n• l& ~OIIUIILdadois ~ajo I 
co-m.dacl ? I·" '""•"1.s:l.on? . 
I _41 ! I I~ .. I ' . I ' .. ;;· .2- ;:!I . I -3 I· 
= ... -~=, 
.. ' ' 331 
t:I I 
-,!=1 \:, = · ' '9 I "''" I . f ... ,., !I I :~1 C: =ii · GHI I ... ~ I j O OIO ·4! .... . u.-t 14"" 
z I J I I n 1! Z ! ~ ; 4 ~ 0 1 4; 5 
! . I 130. Mejoram:l.olnto del ambience y Lu coadiciones d• vicl:l •a! I el hotr:ir. ; 
I I ! : ! 31. Vlsic.aa d• loa 111entea d11 extena:l.on d•l 1obi.11no I I I I ! Crecuenremente. i 
I I JZ. R11Juccion •n la morcalidad i.nfantil. I 
! I 33. FaclliJadt011 recran,:iuna 1 u:5 .id,11.:u.1.das v Jisoon.l.bLu. : 
I I 34 0 SuE""1icio d• ~alud v mt0di~1nas dlsnunibl~,s. 
' I 13S. D11m.,scrac:l.on d11 aiec,o y herman~ eacra Los miolllbroa : i ; 
de la comunidad. ! i 
I 36. c~nHu:air dlart:i=cnc• una ci,aca ~alanceaJa. . j 37. Prwt•ncia. 1 WIG rac1onal del ~1n•ro y recurso» . I ; i : I disoonibl11s "or narca de los h4bitantes d11 la co11111111dad!. ! 
' 
: I 38. Disoonibilidad d• nbn1iicacion " educ:ici.in familiar. 
; ! j 39. Pr01110tores J• CEJ)C& y ~Rent•• da exc11na1ua ! ! I ! i adeCU11dament11 entren:do~. i 
I 40. Educaciun ori:naria ad11c,:.:ida v disoonlbl• L-,c:ilmence. I I 
I i i 41. ~!deres da d•••rrollo colllUIIA.1 bin encrenado•• (lill I I I I I I I a~ricultura v salud dCC.l i I I 
I '1 .. ~. Educ:ici~n secundaria adecu.:,,da ., disooniol• loca.l.menc11 • I . . 
. I .:.]. Saber l11t0r" •scrtbir. ! I ! 
' 
: 44. Disponibil~dad de cursos da. antrenamieuco adacu.cio>s 
I I I I I I I I I l!&ra !oven•• v adultas localmence. I 
45. En lo• ultimo• 5 aiia. ea laa ~dad•• ha -jorlldo? 
bajo s11 su9erv1Sioin 
.. ca lo lllismo l 
a) agricllltvra: __ ........................................ ....; ............................ -. ................................. ~ .... ~~----1 
b) salud:..,...,.~..,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~--~~~~~--i 
c) educac:ida prilllaria:~--~----~--~--~----~~--------~----.................................. ~-. 
d) cooperacid'n: 
e) aducaci.d'a d11~a~d-u~l-tw-·s-.-.~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~----~~~~--~~--~~----~-+--
f) nivel de vida: 1 
t.6. Cu.ales -son Loa 3 probl- mayarH. :tu•- c:i.ttne accuallunte la ::amunidad? 
l. 
z. 
J. 
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Form #3 - CEDEN Directors, Supervisors, Board of Directors and CRWRC 
Technical·Missionaries (Middl'e Management Level) 
I 
I 
I 
(l) Nombre: m 
~ Qu; i111porcancia O,·u11ac1,jn: ~ Ciunco Sd h:a 
c1ene o<Lra <>l :Que Cipo J .. cr;ibajo ci .. ne 11d. cun CEDE.'!? (Dir.ac:or, l,11tr'1dO dn l;i:. deearrollo .. n la lli .. mi:lro ,je Camici1 • .ice.): comu11idadot• de C:OCIIUllidad ? Aiiu1t crai:lajancio con CEDE.'!: Reducco y/o 
En·lo• ulci:Dos 2 aziu::1 9 J c:uainc.as viaic;is h1zo l.:J. a l.is La Caiba ~ 
~1 I " comunidades· de CEDE.'!? I I Ii O .. I ; ~ Fortna #J: Direccar""• Superv ilfor11s, :-ti,oionarios, o!CC: •. ; a"' Por favor inciique: (1) En la c:olumaa da la izqu ierda .~ Qu.i ! !l .. = 
,~ cl ! ~" 1caport'1ncia da Ud. a las m11cas stguiences para ..i ~ -· J:] .. . ll .. desar'C''lllo de la c:onwnidad en !londur:s? ( 2) En La c:olumna ' c ... :.I Q ,. ... c:=. !: i de la deracha , !lasca dunde piensa IJd. que Las :aecas = !."! i r·;; 
-· 
-01 
' 
.. 0 
....... I .~- siguidntu se han Logr:do en las cucaunidades dot·Rotducca z-1 I <.l-
0 l 2 31 :.I s y/o La Caiba? 0 l 2 !J :4 I s 
I I I l. Dlsponibilidad de Cierra cultivable 1~ual:lence a cudosj I i I ' I Los oroduccores. I I 
! z. Pareic1;iaci.5n to Cai d .. los. <1abic:anc.:s •n La ' ' I olanificacion de las !>roveceo$ d.: la comur:idad. I I 
' J. E:aui:,o a!.!r!col,1 aoroor'iado ., disocni!>ld lllc:ilmC!nei?. I 
.. D...:~ar'C'ollar ola:ies a l.1.r~o :,l.1zo ~.:2.ra la ,:-,~unid4d. I 
' 
I 
I s. s .. 1 .. ccionar pro,aocores y :18oiCCoiS dol axc.nsi.:n I ! I I ! c:ilificados. I 
~- V!vi'-=nc.:.1 a.Jl"',::J.1C.l ., 1iso,,n!.~lt.? :);lC'3 '!Od.1 la .zence. ' I 
I .. Seieccion:ar l L11:1rlls cc:nun3le::i c:11 it :.c:das. ; : I 
' ~- ?,.,.1: crldic1,~ ,, tl'ri'":J C.ltr.OS .1~ric~l.J;J. ' ; I 9. ,\mp.Lio progrill!ID. de desarrollo <ie la co:nunidad en I i ' I I funciona:lli,:nco, incluyendo codas :..u .ire.is qua toe ' I ! habiC3nces oiensan OU .. e.llc$ necesican. I ! ' ! 
I I ; 10. :-Wr:a.:los '11:.pcni.blu 1 ac£11cuados para 'l1tncier Los I ; j ' I I oroduccos Je la finca. . I 
I I j u. Concejo 0 comic" de planificac16n'organ~:ada, ' ' ; i I ' ' ~stableciCiJ ., !·~ncion:indo. ' ! 
I ' I 12. Prcci,;,s :".l?cnat.le9 :,.ar~ lo~ oroduc:os dct :.1 i~nc:i. I 
' 
I 
i 13. !::val..acion de !03 ?rorecc.Js <ie d.is.ar:-"i.l..a -!•! la. I : ! 
' 
cor.iunidad can co 001" el C~E,i .:om.a oor 31.:S :iaoi.t3ntc.!II. ! 
i i 1.:.. r~;inspurcot di~i,cnibla "! adecu.c:.J ,J,. la fl.nca al I I : I i I I ; ; morc1d.o ., de ~~ta~ 1., :inc3. I 
LS, Ubjecivos n:11dibl-;,.- .. ,.c:iol.:cidos ., .icoroi.adcs ant re Lus i ; 
I i hab1cances 0 callll'esinos y CZOE:.'1 con. un dncendi:lu.cnco I I i ' I cl:irc d .. l:s resocn~.ibilidades de c.:ida ".Jno. I 
I 
; i I l&. ResuJ.cados dbpc:iibh" de las ?rogr:amas d .. i ' I ! i I ; invesci;.:ici6n aP.r{ccla. I I ' ; 
' 
I L;. CoOOt"E.9.1.Cibn ~nt:"'C b C'-'mun.i~ad ., ... .zobic:~o. ., I 
' 
l~. ~:sc:1bii:-cr.!r CCC'~t! C":l Cl '1:15 ac;riC:olas. ; ' 
' 
I L9. cl"IC':."J<:!r.:ici~n ,:::'!Ct'e L1. ..:":.":u::1ii:!..:1d ·: C!~:.:~i. ' 
I I :o. ::'.-:!" ~·.:CJ j!,z-,r,ni:l'l·i =~Jo::r..? ..:...? .;",~e-cha tuC"r.:i ':.a !....! : ~=-:c::1 ~ ! 
i i i u. P..1rc!..:.i;:.:icJ.IJn CJC:11 Jo! :..~s haOic.inca:.. ~n l.a l!j.!C:J~!.\Jn. I ' I I I do, tn!II '.'H'011~Ct"'~ de l:i i:crn.unl.dcui. I ; 
; . , 
.".~'M :"lf"t·:.""'li-~ '!~:~:"'t'."ni!"iL: -.:M 1 C·.:.:!",...l ·~,~i i:1~·.·.;.r- • ! I 
I I I 
I l.). ~h:j.:>r::i:ni.i:nti: 1.h:! l.i ci~r:-.1 para ·.::.Ji:i·1.:2r. \ri~go, I i I I I ! i I dren3j:s, ~ov\mientn de roc.:is :: cr"'ncon.:::;. concr"l Je I I I L, ~r~isi.6n.) I 
' 
I 
! I ! I 24. Oi$pCnibili:fad :r USC .;., fa.:ilidoldt!S s:inic:rias dn I ! i I I ! 
' 
,.;: -~,1.1 :~,: • i r'. 
' .. .. 
:7. Di.:!l1~1s:r:ir i.nc··;r~s :: c.:ntusi...ig:no :our- r'..1r:..: ,.;.c .i.\Js 
"11'","'~\'tCr-:!::i ·: 1·:··~"::··-i ~~"l,;.,a;i•.;.;in"-.'-------------~----~--
---+------..-"'·~.:''"'·.....:.;r:r: .. !:. i:,.~~y:-f .:-.1 LTi C,:f..;0~1n1=:..:'i '." .1~ir!t!H.H!t•S. 
I 
i 
~~-.;.....:.. __ ...;.._..:..~:~9~·...;'l~l~~~i~t~:a~s~1~~~L~,,.;.;~ ..... r~r~c~m~n~t~~~r~~~~;..;.;·i~~;...;c~;:.,~~~:~::~:.;.;:~·r~-~·,~·~~·~~·n~c.·~!~~-·-·1.1c •• _· ...... ------~~-~~J. 
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Form #3 (Continued) 
I (l) I (2) I 
~Quii iaq,onancia 
I 
c.Cuanco 
··-
ha 
r;Lani! :,.ua-,d. lo11r:idu o!n las-
cluarrollo •n la c:omun.l.liacle:1 de R111clw:co y/o 
c:omuniclacl, ? Lo1. Cdba? i 
I I I 
... I I I I ~ 1-.. ·= I I i ,,. : '1141 , .. w I ~ ~= 
,;·o: ,::, I . .... -
·:!I ! , .... I .. 
-t ..... ... .. ! .. :I c: ,a o:..il ;-=- -c:- :OIJ ;~ i -~ :z:- ........ 
0 l z I 3 4 i s I n l z I , 4 ~ 
I I I 130. Mejoru:l.111nco del ambience '! l.:ia .;onclic.:1onu de v'icla 111n i I I ·' ! el 1\011.:i.r. i i i 
I I I i 31. 1/is:1.ta.. ..le los a.g .. nc111s cl• excension d.il gobi•nio I I I I ; frecu111nc.emence. I 
I I I J:!. R .. duc:,:t.Sn .en la :::or:.:i.lidacl lnfa.nc:;l. I I I I 
. ..; 
I I I I i I 33. Fac:Uid:idH C"~C'C'C.l.C" i1Jn.l!tlS ati • .:u.ida~ 
" 
J!.sc.'lcnibJ.a::1. I ; I 
I I I I ' i 34. Sl!rv!c:io ..:a salud •, ::e.Jicinas Ci:i.1r•ni~ Lc.:'i. : : 
..L.-: 
I 
I 
I 
I I i 35. o .. m.>scrac:icn cl111 Af.::,:co y ner:nanclaci •ntra los ::i1.mbros i ! i I 
' I .:le l.i c:amuntclacl. ' ! i I 
, 36. C1>n~u::.1tr a1 .. ri.1::,,,nc1 1,na -i!:cc.1 :.1.i.;.i~"'~.,ti.'!. I 
i 137. Pruclenci.:i. 'f USO r11c:1onal clal clinern "I :'fPCUC'SQS I : I I l I di:1aoni!lles -"or n.irt..i <11'1 Los haoiC:1nc•1 <!a l.2 ::oetuni<lacl' I I 
; 38. Disoon!blliJ.i.i .i,; nl.iui: ~c:aeion ., uducd.:!,!'n tar.ai.li:ir. ' ; I ; I i J9. Prociocor•s <!e CEDE:1 :1 a;;e.,cas de .. xcens.l.on i I ! : I .1clocuad.:sm .. n c e 11ncren.:tc!,,s. : ' ! 
I - : 40. Educ: .. c:i~n or!::aari.i arJ,:c:u:ida y ciisoonibl.: l,;ic:.:i.leience. I : 
I : i i i.1. L!dotre,i 4111 cie:1.arrollo c::munai bi.,n •nc.renados. l@n I I ! I 
•Var!.culcur:i ., s:iiu<l 1 dCi:.) I I ! : : . , :: .. h,.;,'le 1:,n $~\!U:\U:J.riJ. JC:ue:..ad~ , d:.~~,",:i, !:!' ! 4 i.~c.:ii.!t'l:nC.e. I I ...... 
I I ~J. Sab1:C" i.,h!~ ., c:1'cri:'li.r. I I I I I ~ ... Di:lpo1uJ!.lid.a11 J .. ::·.,rsas d• •ncr•nami11s.:.::, ~cititcWWos I I I I i I I oara 10ven11s v 3ciu.f.cos loc:al:n.ence. 
45. En los ~lci:nos 5 •nos en la• camunidacles 
de R•duc:co yio L.i ~•iba 
ha :1111joraclo? esc~ lo mtsmo?' ha eflllleoraclo? 
a) a~ric:ultura:._ ........................................................................................................................................ _ 
b) salucl:_ ................................................................................................................................................. .....; 
c:) educ:acion ~ri:iiaria:.~ ......................................................................................................................... .... 
d) .:<:op111nc:i.in: 
e) oJuc3Ci~n J~ Jdu!~~~;_ .................................................................................................................... .... f) nivel d• •ticla:. ________________________________ _ 
46. ccu.iiles son l~s 3 ~roblemas ma.yores que :iene accuailllt!nce la ca11unidad~ 
L. 
:?. 
3. 
I I 
I 
' I 
I ·, 
I i 
I I 
I I I 
I 
.•. 
I ; I 
·11a 
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Form #4 - CRWRC Grand Rapid Administrators and Board of Directors 
(l) Nam•: (2) 
:cmport:ance in Ext:ent achieved 
vil!Aq• development: occupat:ion: in CRWRC project:s 
amsociated wi t:h in La Cei.ba and NUmber of years CRWRC: Reduct:o. 
Numt>er of CRWRC foreign field visit.s in last 2 years, ___ 
Form 14: C!lWRC Grand Rapids k 
-
Please indicate in the column to the left (l) how important 
~'O 
.. Che following goals village development: in Honduras? 'ti c ... c are to 
.. .... .. 
,I., 11 I .. ' .... In the column to the right (2) to wnat extent do yo11 think > 
.. s , .... these goal:; h.ave been achieved in the CRWRC Honduras .. , "" ... o ... O·e< ... Co w.c &.C O Ii .... projec,:s of I.A Cei.ba and Rad11cto? 0" !< ~ ...... ..... 
"'" 
0 l 2 3 4 s !o l 2 3 4 5 
l. Farm land ef!uall•, available to aJ.l farmers. I 
I I 2. VUJ.agers totally involved in vilJ.ag" projec;t develooment ol.J.nnine:. 
3. ,\co~oor1.ate farm e~ui:ment: loca.l.l·1 civaila:Jle. I 
4. L.ut:~ ram;e village nl.:ins Jcvelon~a. ! 
s. Qualified village promot:ers or ex1:.ens1on agents 
' 
selected. i 
I 6, Ad~<:1uace nousi.n~ av."lilabl~ to all villa,:ers. I 
I 7. Ouah~i.,d ·,illac.e :l.!a.ders se.Lected .. I 
i a. Far.:,. c:edit. ~r loans C'~f),3.l.d. ' 
9. Comprehensive, funct.ioning •rillaqe development ;,ro- ! I gram escablished. (includes 
~ll ueas deemed necessary i bv villaoer~. ) I 
lO. Adequate markets a.va.i.lai>le for saJ.a of farm i I commodities. I I 
ll. Organized, tur.ction.1ng village council or planning I i eommittce 4stablished. i 
12. E"a.1r crices d.Vailable f'or sale of ~arm COfflCIOdi ties .. I I I I I 
13. Village developmenc project:s evaluaced by both CE:DEN I ! 
and v i.!.laaers .. ! I I 
l4. Adequate tra.nspor-caticn a,railabJ.e to and from far:n I markets. 
lS. Measura.Dle objectives escablished and agreed upon by 
both village and CED EN 'A'ith each thoroughly understand.• 
ina their res~onsibilities. 
116. Results from 4qriculcural research ;,rograms ava.i.lo.ble I to far:uars .. Cnew ·,arieties. nest con-:rol :nethods, etc) 
17. Cooceration devci~r.ad l:.1.,c·Jt!en villac,e and qovernrn.ent. 
lS. Car.n c=ocerati~es ~st.ablis:it!d. I 
19. Coonerat.:.on de·J"eloced t:e1;.-..reen villaae .:inci CEOEN. i I I I 
20. Cf:'-se.-ison, of!'-Ear:n e:nclavment available. I I 
21. Vill.>qers tocaJ.ly involveci in village proJec,: : I ir.icle:nenti:i.tion. I 
22. ?c,t.1ble ·.o1ater available a.c or near each h.-:::tti::3!.t:e .. I 
23. i:;:1.r:r. land improvea. (irr 1.~.ition. dra1.n.1gc. remova.1.. Ot j I I rocks·antl s~umns. ~ros i"r.. ,.:ontrol, etc.) 
24. San.:.tsrv :°.l.c1.lities '.lSt!d ac el)ch homesite .. 
' 
! 
' 25. ,\-,or<·~ri.1c.e -;; ...lr.tl ,; 1:n!:' lit.'!-i .!.v-.:oJ. ... v .J.v.:11.l..ioi.c • ! I I I 
26. Famil•, health i:ncr-:>vllld. I i I 
27. !ncere~t and enthus1asm exhib:i.ted by promot:ers and I ! I I extension aaents. 
~s. .\acq•.1,1te :.Jr.:. ,;:'!!'.:::. t .-,·,a 1...:...:.10 J.t! I I ! i ! 
I 29. 'JJ..Sl.tS to v1.l..laql! :nacie o.tten by CEO EN c:romoters a.nci. ' I extension aaents. I 
JO. Fanu.l.•1 acmoscher~ ~nd home environm.en-:. .1...ncro ... ·ed. I I i I 
Form #4 (Continued) 
(l) (:Z) 
ImpOrtance in Extent achieved 
"illaqa.dave.lopmeat in C!llfRC projects 
in I.a Ceiba and 
Raducto. 
>, 
.. 
.. 
.. >, .. ::, 
= .. = 
.,, ....,, 
.. .. .. .. 
.... "'~ .. 
= t: > 
w§ .. I " .. t g ... O·,.. .. .c &..: 
" e 
Ou 
-u :§ ... .. .... z,. ..: .. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 l 2 3 4 5 
I I I 31. Visits to village made often by government extension aaent:.s. 
I I 32. C!tild mortl\l.i.t'I reduced. I I 
33. Adecuace rec!"eat.ionAl Cacilit.ies a 1 aila.ble. I 
I '34. Health services a:id ~edicir.es ava·ilabi,e. I 
35. Brotherly love towa=ds each other demcnstraced by 
villaq'!!rs. 
: J6. aalanced c!iet. eaten dai.!.·,. I 
! 37. WJ.se. expendi cure and use of ava.1.lable money and I I resources made bv villaae1.·s. i 
: 38. Familv ~lanninq educat.1on .a•railablc. I 
39. CEDE.~ promoters and extens.1.on agents adequately 
trained. · 
40. AdetJuace ori:ar-, education loca.ll·r :!.vailable. I 
I 41. Village development lead~rs adequately trained. i (aqriculture, health; etc. l 
I 42. AdetJuat.c secondarv education locallv available. I 
' 
I 
43. Villao:rers able to read and write. I I 
44. Adequate village level l:ral.ninc; courses tor youth and ! I i I adults locallv availab~e. 
45. In the la.st 5 years in Honduras in the Illlproved? Stayed the same? Worsened? 
CRWRC supported villages, 
a. has aaricultur'! 
b. has villaae health 
c. has orimarv education 
d. has cooce.ration in the ::omrn.unJ.t.•J' 
e. has adult cducaticn 
f. has the standard of livi.na 
46. :n your opinion, what are the J major problems confronting the CRWRC supported v.1.llages 
in Honduras? 
1. 
2. 
J. 
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